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In the two years since the
Covid-19 was first reported

in December 2019, India has
officially lost more than 5 lakh
people to the deadly virus,
becoming the third country in
the world to reach the grim
milestone on Friday. The first
death was reported in March
2020 in India. However, experts
say that the death tally could be
on the much higher side as
many other cases have been left
unreported.

The US, with over 9.1 lakh
Covid fatalities, and Brazil
(nearly 6.3 lakh) have official-
ly reported more deaths from
the virus so far. At 3.3 lakh, the
toll from the pandemic in
Russia is the fourth highest,
ahead of Mexico, which has so
far logged just over 3.07 deaths.

India’s death toll went past
the 5-lakh mark 217 days after
crossing 4 lakh on July 1, 2020.

This was the longest time taken
for a 1-lakh increase in fatali-
ties, indicating a decrease in
deaths in the months after the
peak of the devastating second
wave. This was also a period
when vaccinations rose steadi-
ly in the country, which helped
protect lives.

India’s cumulative tally of
5,00,055 deaths on Friday
included 1,072 fatalities report-
ed over the last 24 hours,
according to the Union Health
Ministry. Maharashtra tops the
list of fatalities in the country
followed by Kerala, Karnataka,

Tamil Nadu and Delhi. Out of
this, 335 deaths were reported
from the southern State of
Kerala that has, for weeks,
been updating data with deaths
from last year.

Kerala, with less than 3 per
cent of India’s 1.35 billion pop-
ulation, accounts for nearly 11
per cent of the total deaths
reported in the country.

“Some States such as Kerala
are recording their backlog
deaths under judicial pressure,
although not all States have
done that,” professor of physics
and biology at Ashoka

University near the Capital
who has been tracking the
spread of the virus, Gautam
Menon, according to reports.

Rijo M John, health econ-
omist tweeted that “officially
reported C19 (Covid-19) deaths
in India crossed half a million
(500087) although many stud-
ies estimate the true number to
be between 3-4 million.

While the Government was
quick to “debunk” most, if not
all, studies estimating the true
Covid-19 deaths in India, so far,
they haven’t come up with one
of their own, either, said John.
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People who are triple-vacci-
nated against Covid-19

develop a high-quality anti-
body response that can neu-
tralise the Omicron variant
efficiently, according to a study.

This also applies to people
who are infected with the virus
thrice, to those having recov-
ered and then received two vac-
cinations, and to double-vac-
cinated individuals who expe-
rience a breakthrough infec-
tion, the researchers said.

The study, published
recently in the journal Nature
Medicine, tracked the anti-
bodies of vaccinated and recov-
ered individuals for two years.

The participants comprised
98 recovered persons and 73
people without prior infec-
tion. Both groups were offered
vaccination with the mRNA-
based Pfizer vaccine.

The researchers from the
Technical University of Munich
(TUM) in Germany found that
a total of three exposures to the
viral spike protein lead to the

production of virus-neutraliz-
ing antibodies that are high in
quantity as well as quality.

These high-quality anti-
bodies bind to the viral spike
protein more vigorously and
are also capable of effectively
fighting the Omicron variant.

The spike protein is used
by the SARS-CoV-2 virus to
enter and infect the cells.

The team found the same
effect in triple-vaccinated peo-
ple, in those who had recovered
from Covid-19 and then had
two vaccinations, and double-

vaccinated people who then
had a breakthrough infection.

“The immunity built up or
strengthened by means of vac-
cination is key to effective pro-
tection against future variants
of the virus,” said Percy Knolle,
professor at TUM. 

“A recent breakthrough
infection — as irritating and
undesirable as it is —  has in
fact the same effect as an 
additional vaccination on this
important arm of the immune
system,” Knolle said.

Continued on Page 2
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Asking voters to prevent the
return of “kagzi sama-

jwadis  who are 100 per cent
parivarvadis”, Prime Minister
Narendra  Modi on Friday,
barely six days before the first
phase of poll in the State,
urged people to again vote for
the “double-engine
Government” and reject those
who have given tickets to crim-
inals and mafias.

Launching a scathing
attack on the Samajwadi Party
(SP) via a virtual rally, Modi
said “the Government, which
has given a free hand to the
rioters has done the biggest
harm” to the people of UP.

He said this is an election
“to keep history sheeters out
and make history...” and
expressed confidence that peo-
ple will give a thumping 
majority to the Yogi
Government.

Modi described the main
challenger SP as the party as
“fake Samajwadis who are 100
per cent dynast”.

The Prime  Minister was
speaking at the “Jan Chaupal”
event of the BJP organised for
the voters of Meerut,
Ghaziabad, Aligarh, Hapur,

and Noida. 
He regretted saying the

rival party has given tickets to
criminals and history sheeters
and announced “dabang aur
danga raj UP main nahin chale-
ga”.

Modi also spoke about the
Government’s efforts in pro-
viding better rates for sugar-
cane to the farmers. 

“You need to be very care-
ful while casting your vote. If
they get a chance, these family-
driven fake
S am aj w a d i s
will stop the aid
being provided
to farmers...
These fake
Samajwadi will
make you go
hungry,” he
said.

The PM
added, “Today
the Budget of

agriculture has become six
times as compared to the pre-
vious Governments. Out of
70,000 crores of PM Samman
Nidhi, small farmers of UP will
get a huge part.” 

“This year too, the farmers
of the country, including in
Uttar Pradesh are going to get
lakhs of crores of rupees as
MSP. Yogi ji’s Government has
paid sugarcane of more than
1.5 lakh crore in the last 5
years,” Modi said.
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Maharashtra Health
Minister Rajesh Tope on

Friday predicted that given the
declining number of infections
in the State, the third wave of
Covid-19 might get over by the
second or third week of March
“when in all likelihood pan-
demic will turn into endemic”,
even as the number of daily
cases dropped further to
13,840.

Talking to media persons
at Jalna in Marathwada region
of the State, Tope said, “We are
noticing that the third wave of
Covid-19 is receding across the
state. At one stage, the number
of daily cases had gone up to
48,000. Now the daily cases
have come to 10,000 to 15,000
in the State. The infection
curve is flattening in major

cities like Mumbai, Pune,
Thane and Raigad 
district”.

“Going by the downward
trend we are witnessing, I have
a strong reason to believe that
the pandemic will turn into an
endemic by March. There may
be some rise in some places.
But, the infections will come
down once again. That being
the case, the State
Government’s focus will hence-
forth be on reducing the Covid-
19 restrictions in the State,” the
Health Minister said.

Tope said that the pan-
demic restrictions would be
reduced in phases. “I have
already discussed this issue
with Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray. The restrictions
will be eased in phases in the
State,” the Minister said.

Continued on Page 2
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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) has arrest-

ed Bhupinder Singh, alias
Honey, nephew of Punjab
Chief Minister Charanjit Singh
Channi, in a money laundering
case linked to alleged illegal
sand mining in the State.

Honey was arrested under
the provisions of the
Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA) late
on Thursday after several hours
of questioning at the agency’s
office in Jalandhar, officials
said.

During the questioning,
he was evasive in his replies,
leading to his arrest, sources
said, adding his custody is
being sought from the court in
order to subject him to custo-
dial interrogation. Honey is the
son of Channi’s sister-in-law.

On January 18, the agency
had searched his premises and

claimed to have seized about �8
crore in cash and “incriminat-
ing” documents. Properties of
a few others linked to the case
were also searched, they said.

The move comes before
Congress leader Rahul Gandhi
is likely to announce the party’s
Chief Ministerial candidate in
the poll-bound State. Rahul is
expected to make this
announcement during his vir-
tual rally in Ludhiana on
Sunday. Channi has reported-

ly emerged as the front runner
for the prospective post. Punjab
will go to polls on February 20.

Post the searches in
January, the agency had recov-
ered over �10 crore in cash and
several documents, of which �8
crore and most of the papers
were seized from premises
linked to Honey alone.

About �2 crore cash was
seized from the premises linked
to a person identified as
Sandeep Kumar.
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The Centre will form a com-
mittee on the Minimum

Support Price (MSP) of agri-
cultural produce after comple-
tion of the upcoming Assembly
polls in five States.

“The Union Government is
committed to forming a panel
on MSP and the Election
Commission has said it can be
done after the polls are over,”
Union  Agriculture Minister
Narendra Singh Tomar on
Friday said in the Rajya Sabha
while replying to a query dur-
ing the Question Hour.

Incidentally,  this assurance
comes after the Samyukt Kisan
Morcha (SKM), a joint plat-
form of farmers unions,
appealed to farmers not to
vote for  the BJP in the
Assembly polls and accused the
Government of not fulfilling its

promise of setting up the com-
mittee on MSP and other com-
mitments made in its letter
dated December 9, last year.

On January 31, farmers’
leaders had observed “Betrayal
Day” against the Centre’s
alleged not keeping its words
made to them.

“The entire country knows
that the Prime Minister has
announced the formation of a
committee to make crop diver-
sification, natural farming, and
MSP effective and transparent.
The Government is committed
to the announcement made by
the PM. The matter is under
consideration of the Ministry,”

Tomar said.
Tomar said since the elec-

tion process in on, the
Government had written to the
EC for its approval. “The EC’s
reply has come. It has said that
the committee should be
formed after the elections con-
clude,” the Minister said. While
announcing the repeal of three
farm laws in November last
year, the PM had promised to
set up a committee to discuss
the farmers’ demand for a legal
guarantee on MSP.

In his written reply, Tomar
said, “As per the changing
requirements of the country to
change the cropping pattern, to
make MSP more effective and
transparent, and to encourage
a natural farming method of
agriculture, the process of set-
ting up a committee is under
process.”

Continued on Page 2
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All schools, colleges and
other educational institu-

tions in the national Capital
have been allowed to reopen in
a phased manner from the
coming Monday, the Delhi
Disaster Management
Authority (DDMA) announced
on Friday.

Gyms, swimming pools
and spas will also be permitted
to function again from next
week but with some restric-
tions. Private sector offices can
now remain open with 100 per
cent attendance.

Briefing the media after the
DDMA meeting with
Lieutenant Governor Anil
Baijal, Deputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia said that life
and happiness will be return-
ing to Delhi’s schools and col-
leges and the Government is
ready to welcome students in
educational institutes.

In the first phase, classes

for grades 9-12 will be resumed
in a hybrid model, and in the
second phase classes for nurs-
ery to eighth will resume from
February 14 (Monday).

All classes at Delhi colleges
will be conducted in offline
mode from February 7
onwards. The State
Government took this call to
resume academic activities,
keeping in mind the declining

cases of Covid-19. Delhi
schools’ administration has
been asked to prepare for the
return of students.

“The administration must
ensure that all staff is fully vac-
cinated at the campus, espe-
cially those dealing with stu-
dents of Class nursery to 8,”
said Delhi Education Minister
Sisodia.

“Timing of the night cur-

few has been changed and it
will be enforced from 11 am to
5 am. This will also have an
impact on restaurant hours, as
they are now permitted to
operate until 11 pm,” said
Sisodia, adding, “We have also
decided to reopen gyms, spas,
and swimming pools on
Monday. All offices, both pri-
vate and Government, can now
operate at full capacity. B2B

(Business to Business) exhibi-
tions are also permitted. Easing
these Covid restrictions will
help us bring lives back on
track and will help in recoup-
ing the losses that occurred
during Covid lockdown.”
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi  will visit Hyderabad

on Saturday and  will come face
to face with Telangana Chief
Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao
who this week made acerbic
remarks against him saying he
"dresses for elections" and his
budget exemplifies "style with-
out substance".

Modi is to  dedicate to the
nation the 216-feet tall ‘Statue
of Equality’ at Hyderabad com-
memorating the 11th century
Bhakti Saint Ramanujacharya.

R a m a n u j a c h a r y a
(1017–1137 AD) was a philoso-
pher, Hindu theologian, social
reformer, and one of the most
important exponents of the
Vaishnavism tradition within
Hinduism.

Against this backdrop,
Modi and Rao would be
together as per protocol with
the latter claiming that he
would not flinch in saying the
same to the Prime Minister
when he meets him.

KCR is set to share a heli-
copter ride with  Modi when
they travel to the outskirts of
Hyderabad for the launch of
the statue.

The BJP also called the
Chief Minister out saying he is
running  a "smear campaign"
and is "depressed and going
through an identity crisis."

Before inaugurating the
statue, the PM will visit the
International Crops Research
Institute for the Semi-Arid
Tropics (ICRISAT) campus in
Patancheru,Hyderabadand
kickstart the 50th Anniversary
celebrations of ICRISA.

Ramanujacharya promot-
ed the idea of equality in all
aspects of living including faith,
caste and creed.

The Statue is made of ‘pan-
chaloha’, a combination of five
metals: gold, silver, copper,
brass, and zync and is among
one of the tallest metallic stat-
ues in sitting position, in the
world. It is mounted on a 54-
ft high base building, named
‘Bhadra Vedi’, has floors devot-
ed for a Vedic digital library
and research centre, ancient
Indian texts, a theatre, an edu-
cational gallery detailing many
works of Ramanujacharya.

The statue has been con-
ceptualised by  Chinna Jeeyar
Swami of SriRamanujacharya
Ashram.

During the programme,
3D Presentation Mapping on
the life journey and teaching of
Ramanujacharya will also be
showcased.
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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) has pro-

visionally attached assets worth
�66.30 crore of Telangana-
based Indusviva Health
Sciences Private Limited, its
chairman CA Anzar and oth-
ers under the provisions of
Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA) in a
�1,500 crore multi-level mar-
keting scam.

The ED had initiated a
money laundering investiga-
tion on the basis of an FIR reg-
istered by Gachibowli police
station, Cyberabad.

The company is engaged in
a multi-level marketing scam
having illegal pyramid type
structure and is working under
the guise of Direct Selling
Business.

“The company engaged
large number of distributors
and did rigorous marketing
about the commission schemes
of the company stating that
there is a great opportunity of
quick and easy money by
becoming a member and then
in turn making further enroll-
ments down the line in right
side and left side in a binary
manner,” the ED said in a
statement.

In order to project their
fraud pyramid scheme as a
legitimate business, they intro-
duced some products which
were by their own admission
valued at only 20 percent of the
sale revenue and in reality are
completely worthless, it said.

The membership fee paid
by new clients was used to pay
commission to the old clients.
By giving false promises and
inducements, the company
enrolled around 10 lakh mem-
bers and collected around
�1,500 crore since its inception.

During the investigation
under PMLA, it was noticed
that Anzar, Chairman of
Indusviva and Abhilash
Thomas, CEO of the company,
diverted funds to subsidiary
companies and their other
related companies and to their
personal accounts, it further
said.

These funds were utilized
to acquire immovable assets
which are identified to the
tune of �50.47 crore in the
name of the companies and
individuals.

Further, movable proper-
ties were also identified in the
form of bank balances to the
tune of �15.83 crore lying in 20
bank accounts of the company,
its chairman and related com-
panies. All these properties
have been provisionally
attached by the ED.

Earlier, Anzar and Thomas
were arrested by the agency on
December 15 last year and
presently they are in judicial
custody, it added.
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After he spent two days in
police custody in the

much-discussed attempt to
murder case, a Sindhudurg
court on Friday remanded
Maharashtra BJP MLA and
Union Minister Narayan Rane’s
son Nitesh Rane to judicial cus-
tody till February 18.

Rejecting the Prosecution’s
plea to extend his police cus-
tody for eight more days, the
Sindhudurg court sent Nitesh
to judicial custody for 14 more
days.

On his part, Special Public
Prosecutor Pradeep Gharat
had urged the Sindhudurg dis-
trict court to extend Nitesh’s
police custody for eight days on
the ground that he was
required to be taken to Pune to
investigate the financial angle
in the crime.

However, Nitesh’s Satish
Maneshinde and S. Desai
objected to the Prosecution’s
plea on the ground that though
their client had already spent
two days in police custody,
there was no progress in the
investigations  and urged the
court to send to  judicial
remand.

After the district court
rejected the Prosecution’s plea
and sent Nitesh to judicial cus-
tody Nitesh, his lawyers
Maneshinde and Desai moved
a bail application before the
court.Nitesh’s bail application
would be heard on Saturday.

Nitesh, had surrendered
before the Sindhudurg district
court on Wednesday, a day

after the court rejected his
rejected his pre-arrest bail plea
in an alleged attempt to mur-
der case. The development had
come on six days after the
Supreme Court gave him pro-
tection from arrest for ten days
and asked him to seek a regu-
lar bail from the trial court.

In the attempt to murder
cases filed against him by the
Sindhudurg police, 39-year-
old Nitesh has been charged
with Sections 307 (attmpt to
murder), 120- B (conspiracy)
read with 34 (common inten-
tion) of the IPC.

Nitesh has also been
named as the key conspirator
behind an attempt to murder
Shiv Sena leader Santosh
Manohar Parab, who was
knocked down from behind by
a car on December 18, 2021,
while he was returning home
by a motorcycle  at Kankavali
in Sindudurg district which is
Ranes’ political bastion.

The prosecution’s case that
a conspiracy was hatched in
which one Sachin Satpute was
entrusted “to assault and crim-
inally intimidate the com-
plainant/injured”. Satpute with
the help of Dhiraj Jadhao who
is bodyguard of Sachin Satpute)
and accused Sneha Chavan,
Dnyaneshwar @ Mauli who
were part of the conspiracy.
Both Nitesh and Gotya Sawant
are alleged to have hatched the
conspiracy to make an attempt
on the life of Parab.

The Bombay High Court
had earlier on January 17
refused to grant an anticipato-
ry bail to Nitesh and another

accused Sandesh alias Gotya
Sawant in the alleged attempt
to murder case.

The HC’s rejection of pre-
arrest bail to Nitesh and anoth-
er accused had come after  the
Prosecution had  among other
things had opposed the antic-
ipatory bail being granted to
him and Gotya Sawant on the
ground that there were all five
cases against him ( Nitesh) and
26 cases against the 
latter. 

The Prosecution had also
told the court Nitesh was
arrested by the Kankvali police
under Section 353, 332, 342,
324, 147, 143, 148, 149, 323,
504, 506, 109 and 120-B of IPC
and Section 3 of the Damage to
Public Property Act.

It may be recalled that
while rejecting Nitesh’s pre-
arrest bail on February 1,
Sindhudurg District Court’s
Additional Sessions Judge R. B.
Rote had observed that the
grant of bail would hamper the
“incomplete” investigations,
and his ‘custodial interrogation’
was necessitated considering
the case facts and circum-
stances.

In all, there are ten accused
in the case. Apart from Nitesh
and key co-accused  and his
aide Rakesh Parab, the six
arrested accused are: Chetan
Pawar, Karan B. Kamble, Anil
Nakka, Karan D. Kamble,
Deepak N. Waghode and
Sachin Satpute – all from Pune.
In addition, there are two other
accused Dnyaneshwar D.
Devnur and Dheeraj Jadhav,
who are still absconding.
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At least five migrant work-
ers from Bihar were killed

and five others injured when a
slab of an under-construction
mall-cum-commercial com-
plex collapsed in Pune’s
Yerawada area late on Thursday
night.

A mesh of steel rods for
building a reinforced concrete
slab at the basement level of the
mall site at Shantinagar at
Yerawada came crashing down
like a proverbial pack of cards,
trapping 10 construction
labourers working below.

While five of the trapped
workers crushed alive under
the weight of steel and concrete,
the remaining five workers
who sustained severe injuries

were rushed to the
Maharashtra Government-run
Sasoon Hospital. 

The police identified the
five workers killed in the
mishap as  Sohel Mohammed
(23), Tajib Alam (40)
Mohammed Shamim(30),
Shabub Alam (35) and Mobid
Mohammed (40). The

The injured workers who
are undergoing treatment at the
Sassoon Hospital are: Alam
Ibrahim, Faeem Qurban,
Rafique Alam, Sahil M.
Muslims and their supervisor.

Meanwhile, Maharashtra
Deputy Chief Minister Ajit
Pawar announced a compen-
sation of �5  lakh to the next of
kin of those killed, while Bihar
Chief Minister Nitish Kumar
declared an ex-gratia of �2

lakh to each of the bereaved of
the deceased workers.

Mourning those killed in
the mishap, Kumar said that he
was pained to learn of the death
of the five labourers, all hailing
from Katihar in Bihar. Besides
compensation to the next of kin
of those killed in the mishap,
Kumar announced a financial
assistance of �50,000 to each of
those injured in the |
mishap.    

Expressing his grief over
the death of five labourers
from Bihar, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi said: “Pained
by the mishap at an under-con-
struction building in Pune.
Condolences to the bereaved
families. I hope that all those
injured in this mishap recover
at the earliest”.
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Though there is no dis-
cernible change in the

Covid-19 situation in Kerala
which contributes one-fourth
of the patents per day to the
national tally, the State admin-
istration decided to re-open
schools and colleges from
Monday. The State would have
total lock-down on Sunday
but Monday would mark a
new beginning.

The decision was taken by
the review committee meeting
presided over by Veena George,
minister for health, on Friday.
But Kodiyeri Balakrishnan,
CPI(M) Kerala secretary, said
that the Covid-19 prevention
mechanism has failed in the
State. “Our efforts did not bear
fruit in controlling the trans-
mission of the pandemic this
time. There is shortage of med-
ical staff in the State and this
may have played a role in the
weakening of the defence
mechanism,” said Balakrishnan
while speaking to reporters at
party headquarters on Friday.

A release issued by minister
George later in the day said that
38,684 persons were diagnosed
with the pandemic out of the
1.20 lakh samples tested during
the last 24 hours. The death toll
reached 57,296 by Friday

evening, said the minister.
But Dr Rajiv Pillai, senior

physician, said the number of
positive cases in the State were
higher than what has been
reported by the Health
Department. “Most of the
Government Hospitals in the
State are running out of beds
and the doctors have been
asked not to admit patients
who have been tested positive.
This is nothing but decep-
tion,” said Dr Pillai.

A Government physician
with more than three decades
service in controlling conta-
gious diseases said he was
shocked by the decision to re-
open schools and colleges at
this time. “The situation is
really grave and there is no
chance of the pandemic cases
showing a deep fall. The move
to open schools and colleges
could aggravate the situation
further,” said the doctor. He
said there was nothing to be
ashamed of in admitting the
fact that the situation in Kerala
was grave. “We have the high-
est density of population and
the number of students attend-
ing schools and colleges would
be higher. Our population has
scant regard for rules as they
openly violate the directives to
wear face masks and maintain
social distancing,” he said.
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Unprecedented and unusu-
al corruption in State

Government offices in Kerala
have claimed one more life. A
fisherman, Sajeevan (57) com-
mitted suicide in Paravoor
town in Ernakulam district on
Thursday as all Government
officials working in village
office as well as Revenue
Division office rejected his
application to remove the agri-
cultural land tag from his 4.5
cent land.

Sajeevan has been trying to
get this certificate from the vil-
lage office and revenue division
office for the last 18 months as
he wanted to get a bank loan to
tide over the financial crisis he
was facing because of the pan-
demic. In  a note left by him
before resorting to the extreme
step, Sajeevan had said that
officials in the offices wanted
hefty bribes for removing the
plot of land from agricultural
category.

“For 18 months he has
been trying to get approval
from Moothakunnam Village
Office, Fort Kochi RDO office.
But the  demand for bribes

from officials was so high that
it shattered him. We never
knew he would resort to this
step,” said his sobbing daugh-
ter Ashitha. She said the plea
submitted by her father was
held up in the red-tape for
more than eight months.

The suicide note has
blamed the Kerala Government
as the reason for his step.
Sajeevan is the fourth person in
the State to commit suicide as
a result of the callousness of the
government officials. While
the three persons who com-
mitted suicide over the last two
years were entrepreneurs,
Sajeevan is the first represen-
tative of the ‘working class’ to
resort to this action. K Rajan,
Revenue Minister of the State
has ordered a probe into the
suicide of Sajeevan.

One of the members of the
investigation team has been
quoted as saying that prima
facie there was apathy by the
officials concerned towards the
victim’s plea. Officials of
Revenue Division Office at
Fort Kochi denied all charges
of callousness and indiffer-
ence by the staff towards
Sajeevan.
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In related development,
the daily Covid-19 cases
dropped from 12,252 on
Thursday to 13,840 on Friday,
even as the daily cases in
Mumbai rose marginally from
827 cases to 846.

On a day when no fresh
Omicron case was reported in
Maharashtra, the daily infec-
tions in the State dropped by
1412 cases-- from 15,252 on
Thursday to 13,840 cases on
Friday.  With the fresh infec-
tions, the total number of
Covid-19 cases in the State rose
from 77,68,800 to 77.82,640.

With 81 fresh deaths, the
total number of deaths regis-
tered in the State since the out-
break of Covid-19 in the State
in March 2020 went up from
1,42,859 to 1,42,940.

Mumbai, where the daily
infections have been dropping
steadily for more than two
weeks now, witnessed a mar-
ginal rise in the number of

cases from 827 to 846.  With
the latest cases, the total num-
ber of cases in Mumbai mount-
ed from 10,49,348 to 10,50,194.

As 27,891 Covid-19
patients were discharged from
the hospitals across the State
after full recovery, the total
number of people discharged
from the hospitals since the
second week of March 2020
increased from 74,83,868 to
74,91,759. The recovery rate in
the State rose from 96.07 per
cent to 96.26 per cent.

The number of active cases
in the State dropped from
1,58,151 to 1,44,011. The fatal-
ity rate in the state stood stat-
ic at 1.83 per cent.

The active cases in Pune
dropped from 46710 on
Thursday to 42,755 on 
Friday.

The active cases in
Mumbai dropped from 7601 to
7135, while the active cases in
the neighbouring Thane rose
from  10,636 on Thursday to
9760 on Friday.  

Since the beginning of the
pandemic, voluntary partici-
pants from the staff at TUM
participated in the study and
were regularly tested. The
researchers identified individ-
uals who had contracted SARS-
CoV-2 during the first wave of
the pandemic in spring 2020
and compared them to the
second group of people who
had not been infected.

As predicted from its many
mutations, Omicron exhibited

the most pronounced evasion
from neutralising antibodies
compared to all other viral vari-
ants tested, they said.

“For Omicron, you need
considerably more and better
antibodies to prevent infection,”
said Oliver T Keppler from
Max von Pettenkofer Institute
and Gene Center Munich. The
researchers developed a new
virus neutralization test, which
allowed them to analyse anti-
bodies in many blood samples
and different variants of the
virus at high throughput rates.
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“At present, in view of the
Assembly elections in some
States, the process of concur-
rence of the Election
Commission for the formation
of the committee is under
progress,” he said.

Replying to another query
by Prasanna Acharya (BJD)
who asked if the Government
is considering bringing a Bill in
this House to give a legal guar-
antee to MSP, Tomar said prior
to 2018, there was no mecha-
nism to define MSP and make
farming profitable. 

From page 1
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New Delhi: The Centre on Friday told the
Delhi High Court that it would advance sub-
missions on February 7 on its recent affidavit
in which it has urged deference of hearing
on a batch of pleas seeking to criminalise
marital rape as a meaningful consultative
process with various stakeholders and State
Governments is needed on the issue.

Solicitor General Tushar Mehta apprised
a bench of Justices Rajiv Shakdher and C
Hari Shankar about the additional affidavit
filed by the Central Government on
Thursday and said “I will address the affi-
davit on Monday”.

The bench, which inquired if he was
talking about the affidavit sent to it through
mail on Thursday, said it would hear the
matter on Monday (Feb 7).

During the hearing, senior advocate
Colin Gonsalves, appearing for a woman
petitioner, referred to the Law Commission
report of the United Kingdom in support of
his submissions to criminalise marital rape
and certain judgements of the Supreme
Court of India. He submitted that this
constitutional court cannot desist from
dealing with the constitutionality of the
exception on the ground that it would be
nigh impossible for the woman to prove
marital rape since it sometimes happens in
the confines of the household and in private.
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The Dialogue and
Development Commission

of Delhi (DDC), in partnership
with World Resources Institute,
India (WRI India), released
the ‘Electric Vehicle (EV)
Charging Guidebook for
Shopping Malls in Delhi’ on
Friday to simplify and enable
adoption of EV charging at
shopping malls in Delhi.

Jasmine Shah, Chairman,
DDC said, “Top malls in Delhi
will  install EV charging points
in 5% of their parking capaci-
ty in next 6 months, approx.
1,000 new charging points to be
added in shopping malls in 6
months.” With this launch,
Delhi has become the first
State in the country to come up
with a step-by-step guide to
help shopping malls adopt
charging of EVs in their park-
ing space.

The guidebook was
launched in the presence of
Jasmine Shah, Vice-
Chairperson, DDC Delhi,

Amit Bhatt, Executive 
Director (Integrated Transport),
WRI India and representatives
of various shopping malls/asso-
ciations in Delhi.

Shopping mall representa-
tives welcomed Delhi
Government’s initiative of pro-
moting EVs and expressed their
support to installing EV charg-
ers in their malls for at least five
per cent of their parking space
in the next six 
months.

Providing EV charging
facilities can benefit shopping
malls through increased foot-
fall, increased time spent by
customers, improved visibility,
boost to their ‘green’ image,
improved customer loyalty and
it can potentially be an addi-
tional revenue stream for the
mall owners. 

The released document
guides shopping mall owners in
understanding the importance
of EV charging, assessing the
scope for EV charging, details
the processes involved for effec-
tive decision-making and sets

out the way forward for the
planning and implementation
of EV charging stations in the
parking of malls.

The Delhi Government
announced the Delhi Electric
Vehicle Policy in August 2020,
with a vision to promote the
adoption of electric vehicles in
the city and to make Delhi the
EV Capital of India. 

The policy aims to improve
Delhi’s air quality by driving the
transition to electric vehicles, so
that they can reach 25 per cent
of all new vehicle registrations
by 2024.

Shah said, “Every city in the
world that has made a mass-
scale jump towards e-mobility,
did so at the back of strong
charging infrastructure. Besides
this, we need to ensure that
every place that a vehicle stops
at has a charging point — be it
offices, residences or malls.
Such a radical shift has been
envisioned in Delhi
Government’s EV Policy aimed
at making Delhi the EV capital
of India.”
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The Commissioner of East
Delhi Municipal

Corporation (EDMC), Vikas
Anand, appealed to the strik-
ing doctors of Swami
Dayanand Hospital to call off
strike and return to work.

Anand assured the protest-
ing doctors to provide one
month's salary by February 15
positively if they return to
work. Apart from this, the
salary for February and March
will also be released on time, he
said. 

The Commissioner said
that the East Corporation is
working in a challenging envi-
ronment due to paucity of
funds and at such a time, all
have to face this challenge
together so that we can provide
better citizen services with
fewer resources.
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The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
senior leader and MCD

incharge Durgesh Pathak
slammed the South Delhi
Municipal Corporation (SDMC)
for allegedly throwing taxpayers’
money down the drain.

Citing an example of MCD
parking lot worth �102 crores, he
said that the project worth �102
crores has completely drowned in
water. “One cannot find cars in
MCD’s Sarai Jullena Parking
because of 5-6 ft high water log-
ging; the whole complex looks
like a pool. BJP only cared about
earning its commission while
making the parking; no has even
checked the drastic condition of
the complex,” he said.

Pathak said, “The residents of
Sarai Jullena had been hoping for
a proper parking place to be con-

structed in their area for a long
time, after which an under-
ground parking space, costing
102 crores, was inaugurated in
2019. However, since then it has
not been functional at all and it
has been home to nothing but
water. It is filled with water lev-
els measuring 5-6 feet, of which
we have proof in the form of a
video that we have shared with
the public.”

“The truth is that BJP lead-
ers squandered this money allo-
cated for the underground park-
ing. Money that belonged to the
people of Delhi was completely
wasted by the BJP-ruled MCD,”
he added.

However, Delhi BJP
Spokesperson Praveen Shankar
Kapoor said that AAP leader
Durgesh Pathak is a man of neg-
ative mindset who keeps leveling
baseless allegations. 
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The Delhi Police on Friday organised
a Twitter live session titled “Ask Me

Anything” focusing on cyber safety
and crime in the national Capital.

This is the third edition of the pro-
gramme after Ask me Anything on
Covid-19 related queries and emergency
helpline number 112, as part of the
vision and directions of Delhi Police
Commissioner Rakesh Asthana to
strengthen the police-public partnership
and create awareness about important
issues with the use of social media plat-
forms. 

KPS Malhotra, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police (DCP),
Intelligence Fusion and Strategic
Operations (IFSO), started the session
with a brief introduction about cyber-
crime, safety precautions and the nature
of work and functional domain of the
newly established IFSO and cyber crime
unit. 

He answered the query related to
problem of impersonation of public fig-
ures and agencies on digital platforms to
dupe the gullible citizens and to be aware
about such frauds and to report imme-
diately to law enforcement agencies so
as to trace the culprits.

Malhotra discussed in detail about

the online helpline number 155260 to
report cases of online cheating and fraud
and the need to immediately report such
crimes within the "golden hour" so as to
stop the money from being taken out of
the financial system. "The Delhi Police
has a well-established mechanism to
look into such grievances," he
said.

The DCP updated about the pre-
cautions to be taken while sharing one’s
private data or information to someone
else. He cautioned the netizens not to
share any such important credentials
with any unauthorised person, police
said. 

When asked about the Bulli Bai case
and the safety of women on the inter-
net against online stalking and harass-
ment, the DCP replied that the Delhi
Police worked out the said case and
arrested the culprits. 

“He stressed about the need for a safe
usage of the internet and to practice a
secure net activity while browsing the
internet in order to avoid any kind of
data breach. He appealed to immediately
inform the law enforcement authorities
through helpline number or the portal
www.cybercrime.gov.in to report
instances of stalking, harassment or any
other cyber related complaints,” said the
statement issued by police.
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The Delhi Police has arrested
two men in connection with

the firing incident where a 24-
year-old man was shot dead in
east Delhi’s Laxmi Nagar area.

The accused have been iden-
tified as Siddharth (23), a resident
of Ganesh Nagar in Shakarpur,
and Chirag Sirohi (20), a resident
of Krishna Nagar.

During investigation, sections
120B and 149 of the Indian Penal
Code and 25 Arms Act have been
added after the post-mortem of
the deceased and CCTV footage
anylysis, police said.

Mayur Chauhan, a resident of
Guru Ramdas Nagar, was shot
dead by unidentified men in
Laxmi Nagar. 

A caller informed the police
that unidentified men fired shots
near a gurudwara in Guru
Ramdas Nagar and a man was
injured in the firing, officials had
said. After reaching the spot, the
police were informed that the
injured man’s friend had rushed
him to a hospital. 

New Delhi: Union Minister of
Women and Child Development
Smriti Irani on Friday attacked
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal over the new liquor poli-
cy. The Union Minister said that
CM Kejriwal can go to any extent
for profit and is responsible for the
struggles of women who pass by
liquor shops regularly. “Kejriwal can
go to any limits for profit,” she
added.

While addressing a virtual
rally against the liquor policy of the
Delhi Government, the Women
and Child Development Minister
said, “Arvind Kejriwal opened
liquor stores, proved he can go to
any limits for profit. I would like to
ask all the brothers here, imagine
a sister passing by a liquor store
hoping for respect and safety, every
day; Kejriwal is responsible for her
struggle.” Senior Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) leader said that BJP is
getting temples constructed where-
as the Kejriwal Government is
opening liquor shops.  SR
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A16-year-old mentally
unsound girl was allegedly

raped by a security guard in
southwest Delhi’s Vasant Kunj
area. Police said that they have
arrested the accused.

According to police, on
Monday, senior manager of
Udhyan Care made a complaint
that a girl, living in the care cen-
ter, complained of stomachache.
She was taken to hospital for
examination where doctor stat-
ed that the girl was pregnant. 

"The complainant further
revealed that she made allega-
tion against security guard
Lokesh Kumar of the foster
care facility," said Gaurav
Sharma, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police (DCP),
Southwest district.

Accordingly, a case was reg-
istered under relevant sections
at Vasant Kunj South police sta-
tion and accused has been
arrested. Further investigation is
being done, the DCP said.

A police official said that the
victim is mentally unsound and
the accused has been sent to the
judicial custody.
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JNU Vice Chancellor M
Jagadesh Kumar, whose

tenure was marred by contro-
versies, has been appointed as
chairman of the University
Grants Commission (UGC).
According to the Ministry of
Education, Kumar has been
appointed as the chairman of
the higher education regulator
for a period of five years.

The post of the UGC chair-
man fell vacant on December
7 after Prof D P Singh, who had
taken charge in 2018, resigned
upon turning 65. The post of
the vice-chairman of the high-
er education regulator is also
vacant. "The Central
Government has appointed M
Jagadesh Kumar as UGC
Chairman for a period of five
years or till he attains the age
of 65 years, whichever is the
earliest," a senior MoE official
said.

Sixty-year-old Kumar is
currently holding the charge as
acting VC of the varsity after
his five-year term expired last
year. The Ministry is yet to
appoint his successor at JNU. "It
is definitely going to be chal-

lenging. My priority will be to
ensure the implementation of
the National Education Policy.
The sooner it is implemented,
the better it will be for us. I will
be meeting the vice-chancellors
of universities across the coun-
try regarding the implementa-
tion of NEP. The NEP has sev-
eral aspects like the multidis-
ciplinary courses so we will
work on those aspects," Kumar
stated after his appointment.

From the sedition row of
2016 and lockdown of his
office multiple times to then

HRD minister getting stuck for
over six hours at the venue of
JNU's convocation in 2019,
Kumar's tenure as the VC has
been marred by controversies.
Kumar, who was made the VC
in January 2016, had his first
brush with controversy as the
VC just a week after his
appointment when students
locked horns with the admin-
istration over holding of an
event against the hanging of
Parliament attack convict Afzal
Guru.
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The Government on Friday
said that there is “no plan”,

at present, to change the defi-
nition of “forest cover and
very dense forest”.

Ashwini Kumar Choubey,
Union MoS for Environment,
said in the Rajya Sabha that the
“the definition of forest cover
in India State of Forest Report
(ISFR) represents the true pic-
ture as described”.

The Minister was respond-
ing to Member of Parliament
Vandana Chavan’s query that
whether “the government is
aware that the current defini-
tion of ‘forest cover’ in the ISFR
does not differentiate between
natural forests and plantations,
thereby providing an incom-
plete picture of the status of
forests, whether the ISFR used
ancillary field datasets to define
‘very dense’ forests and also,
whether the government
planned to change the defini-
tion of forest cover and very
dense forests to better reflect
country’s actual forest cover.”

India’s definition of forest
has been taken on the basis of
three criteria as per the decision
under Kyoto Protocol and very
well accepted by United

Nations Framework
Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) and Food
and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) for their reporting or
communications, the Rajya
Sabha was told.

The forest can be defined
by any country depending
upon the capacities and capa-
bilities of the country. The
three criteria based on which
the forests are defined, com-
prises, crown cover percentage,
minimum area of stand and
minimum height of trees.

“The forest cover is defined
as ‘all land, more than one
hectare in area, with a tree
canopy density of more than 10
per cent irrespective of own-
ership and legal status. Such
land may not necessarily be a
recorded forest area. It also
includes orchards, bamboo and
palm’,” the minister elaborated.

Further the minister said:
“In ISFR-2021 published by the
Ministry on January 13, 2022,
the forest cover figures are
divided as ‘Inside Recorded
Forest Area’ and ‘Outside
Recorded Forest Area’. Those
‘Inside Recorded Forest Area’
are basically natural forests
and plantations of the Forest
Department. The forest cover

‘Outside Recorded Forest Area’
are mango orchards, coconut
plantations, block plantations
of agro-forestry.”

“Thus, data of mango plan-
tations etc is automatically get-
ting separated out as the Forest
Survey of India is reporting the
figures of ‘Outside Recorded
Forest Area’ separately,” he
added. The interpretation of
satellite data for classifying
‘Very Dense Forest’ (VDF) is
also supported by the ancillary
data such as field inventory
data of FSI, ground truthing
data and high-resolution satel-

lite imagery wherever required,
he added.

However, the definition is
being contested by the green
researchers like
Sharachchandra Lele, distin-
guished fellow in environmen-
tal policy and governance at
Bangalore-based ATREE, a
global non-profit sustainabili-
ty and conservation advocacy
group. “Merely depending on
satellite imagery and using
state-level tree inventories for
the FSI report is unreliable,”
according to Kanchi Kohli,
senior researcher at the Centre

for Policy Research. She added:
Natural forests and planta-

tions are two very different
things, but satellite imaging
equates the two. Problems with
the methodology of forest sur-
vey are not new. They have
been raised time and again, for
over a decade.

“The survey should also
move beyond merely measur-
ing the area under forest cover
to studying the quality of
forests in India: Which are the
major kinds of forests, the area
under each and their loca-
tion,” Lele added.
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Honouring its long and
time-tested ties with

Afghanistan, India has offered
a one-year training programme
for nearly 80 Afghan cadets
after they complete their cours-
es in various military academies
here.

The Afghan embassy in
India welcomed the offer con-
sidering the  uncertain future
facing the young cadets in view
of the prevailing situation there.

The cadets will be given
training under the Indian
Technical and Economic
Cooperation Programme
(ITEC) of the Ministry of
External Affairs (MEA).

"Eighty young Afghan
cadets who recently graduated
from various military acade-
mies in India have been offered
a 12-month training program
in Effective English
Communication for Business

and Office," the Afghan
embassy said in a statement.

It said the programme
starts on February 7 and the
cadets will be placed in three
different institutes in India and
that they will be provided with
accommodation and a month-
ly allowance.

"Given the challenges and
uncertainty facing these fresh-
ly graduated young cadets due
to the prevailing situation back
home, the embassy of the
Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
in India welcomes and applaus-
es this generous move by the
Indian government," the
embassy said.  India regularly
provided military training to
young Afghan cadets in the last
few years.  

The Taliban captured
power in Afghanistan on
August 15 following the with-
drawal of the American forces.
India has not recognised the
new regime in Afghanistan

and has been pitching for the
formation of a truly inclusive
government in Kabul 
besides insisting that Afghan
soil must not be used for any
terrorist activities against any
country.

In the last couple of
months, India delivered large
quantities of life-saving medi-
cines and other supplies as
part of its humanitarian aid to
the war-torn country.

India has been pitching for
providing unimpeded human-
itarian aid to Afghanistan to
address the unfolding human-
itarian crisis in the country.

Concerned about the
developments in Afghanistan,
India hosted a regional dialogue
on Afghanistan on 
November 10.  It was attended
by National Security 
Advisors of Russia, Iran,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan.
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The Opposition, including
the Congress and DMK, on

Friday raised a din in the Rajya
Sabha over the issue of National
Eligibility cum Entrance Test
(NEET) and later staged a
walkout.

The agitated members
made their intentions clear as
soon as the House met for the
day and DMK members tried

to raise the issue of Tamil
Nadu Governor returning the
NEET exemption bill.  

Rajya Sabha Chairman M
Venkaiah Naidu, however, did
not allow the members and
rejected their notice to suspend
the business of the house under
rule 267 to discuss the NEET
matter.

He tried to pacify the MPs
and urged them to take up the
issue during the debate on

motion of thanks to the
President’s address.  The mem-
bers did not oblige him and
raised slogans.  Some of them
also came into the well of the
house.

Naidu continued to run the
Zero Hour amidst the din.
DMK members were support-
ed by Congress 
members.  They were protest-
ing against

Tamil Nadu Governor R N

Ravi returning to the state
government an Assembly bill
seeking exemption to the state
from the NEET.

Leader of Opposition and
senior Congress leader
Mallikarjun Kharge too want-
ed to speak on the issue as
DMK members were insisting
on raising the issue.  

As the Chairman did not
allow them to raise the issue,
DMK and Congress members

staged a walkout from the
House.

Later, making an observa-
tion, Naidu said people were
feeling happy that the Rajya
Sabha was functioning without
disruption and members were
having their say. The Chairman
said 14 Zero Hour mentions
were taken up in 30 minutes,
and if "others had cooperated"
the remaining three too would
have been taken up.
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The Government is willing
to bring in stricter rules to

ensure accountability of social
media if there is wider politi-
cal consensus, Information
Technology Minister Ashwini
Vaishnaw said in the Rajya
Sabha on Friday.

He said social media needs
to be made more accountable
and stricter rules in this regard
could be brought in if there is
political consensus on the mat-
ter.

Replying to a series of sup-
plementaries during the
Question Hour in this regard,
he said whenever the
Government has taken any
step to make social media
accountable, the Opposition
has accused it of curbing the
freedom of speech.  "But it is
not so," he said.

Responding to a query

from Sushil Kumar
Modi(BJP)on what action has
been initiated against websites
like 'BulliBai' that targeted
Muslim women, he said the
government acted immediate-
ly when violation was brought
to its notice.

"We have to bring about a
balance and consensus to make
social media accountable to
ensure the safety and security
of our women and our future
generations," the minister said.

For this, he said, social
media rules have to be
strengthened and if the oppo-
sition accuses the government
of curbing freedom of speech,
then it is wrong. 

Responding to Anand
Sharma(Congress)query on
whether any verification
process to effectively check
the functioning of social media
is done, the minister said there
have been stricter social media
accountability.

"If the house has consen-
sus, we are willing to provide
even more stricter social media
rules. I personally believe that
for the protection of our citi-
zens, we must make the rules
stricter," he said.

"I agree with you that we
have to come forward as a soci-
ety and create much more
accountability of the social
media," the minister also said.

He said at this point of
time, the government is work-
ing within the constitutional
framework and the role of
both states and the Centre has
to be seen in perspective. 

The law enforcement agen-
cies of the state governments
are taking action based on the
information which goes from
certain agencies or my team,
the minister said.

There is a framework cre-
ated for any cybercrime that
happens all over the country
and it can be reported over a

central portal and it goes to the
relevant law enforcement
agency, he added.

On action against websites
like 'BulliBai', Vaishnaw said,
"This is a very sensitive matter.
Protecting the dignity of
women is a  fundamental con-
struct of our government and
there cannot be any compro-
mise on it. This is our com-
mitment and there is no talk of
any religion or region in it."

He said the government
has initiated immediate action
on this matter, adding action
has not been merely on the sur-
face but the IT ministry has
gone deeper by going to the
root cause.

Vaishnaw said social media
is all prevalent and has a lot of
importance in our lives today
and the government has
brought comprehensive inter-
mediary rules and guidelines
for social media in 2021 on
how to make social media safe

and accountable, to avoid its
misuse.

Under it, there were five
institutional frameworks and
all social media intermediaries
are obliged to publish their
monthly compliance report
online, he said. 

The minister in his written
reply said, "Social media plat-
forms like Twitter and
Facebook qualify as
Intermediaries as per the infor-
mation Technology (IT) Act,
2000. The Government is com-
mitted to ensure that the
Internet in India is Open, Safe
& Trusted and Accountable for
all users."

In line with the above
objectives, the government has
notified the Information
Technology (Intermediary
Guidelines and Digital Media 

Ethics Codes) Rules, 2021
on 25th February, 2021 to
ensure that the internet is safe
and trusted. 

The rules also provide for
additional due diligence to be
followed by Significant Social
Media Intermediaries, he said.

"In case of non-compli-
ance, rule 7 of these Rules
becomes applicable and the
intermediaries are liable to

lose their exemption 
from liability under section 79
of the IT Act, 2000," Vaishnaw
said.
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The CPI(M) on Friday released its
draft political resolution for the

forthcoming 23rd Party Congress
seeking isolation and defeat of BJP by
allying with other Left parties and sec-
ular forces. 

In a statement, the major Left
party said that all kinds of coordina-
tion are needed for the mass struggle
against BJP and RSS' aggressive pur-
suit of Hindutva agenda. The draft res-
olution will b e debated in the forth-

coming Party Congress at Kannur in
Kerala in April. 

“The nearly eight years of the BJP
government have seen the consolida-
tion of the communal corporate

nexus mounting authoritarian attacks.
Since returning to government in 2019
it has been aggressively furthering the
Hindu Rashtra agenda of the fascis-
tic RSS. This is accompanied by an
equally aggressive pursuit of neo-lib-
eral policies and growing authoritar-
ian governance. The RSS driven
Hindutva Rashtra agenda is perni-
ciously eroding the Constitutional
framework and destroying the secu-
lar democratic character of the Indian
Republic. 

“Thus, the main task is to isolate

and defeat the BJP. 
This requires the growth of the

independent strength of the CPI(M)
and the Left forces to mobilise the
people in class and mass struggles in
a powerful militant manner.
Strengthening the Party and the Left
forces is also required to lead the fight
against the Hindutva agenda and the
activities of communal forces. The
Party must work for a broad mobili-
sation of all secular forces against
Hindutva communalism.,” said the
draft resolution. 

The draft resolution also said that
the party must be in the “forefront to
mobilise the widest sections of peo-
ple against the aggressive pursuit of
neo-liberal polices; the outright loot
of our national assets; large scale pri-
vatisation of the public sector, public
utilities and mineral resources. It is by
intensifying class and mass struggles,
like the recent Kisan struggle, that the
broadest mobilisation of people and
rallying of secular opposition forces
against the corporate-communal
regime can be accomplished.”
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Lok Sabha Speaker Om Birla
on Friday said that the

members of the House should
maintain their dignity and
must refrain from making a
statement against the Chair
"inside or outside the House".
He also sought the members to
uphold the dignity of the
House.

Birla’s apparent reference
was to a social media post by
TMC MP Mahua Moitra who
criticised the Chair, accusing it
of taking her valuable time.

Without naming Moitra,
Birla said in the Lok Sabha, “I
want to bring a subject to your
notice that, be it inside the
house or outside the house,
comments made on the chair
are not good for the dignity of
the house.

"The Chair always tries to
be impartial and works impar-
tially, runs the house by rules
and the honourable member
who sits on the Speaker’s chair
gets all the constitutional rights
available to the Chair."

Birla said that there may
be a difference of opinion
between the member and the
Chair and members can always
visit his chamber to talk about
it.

“This is the dignity of par-
liamentary democracy and I
hope that you all will agree
with this. I have taken serious
cognisance of incidents that
had happened in the past few
days. I want to request all
members that commenting on
the chair, especially outside the
house using social media and
media is not right," he said.

Leader of the Congress in
the Lok Sabha Adhir Ranjan
Chowdhury agreed with the
chair and said that his party
will cooperate with the chair.

Sudip Bandyopadhyay,
TMC MP, said that he shared
the chair’s sentiment whole-
heartedly.

“We are certainly of the
opinion that the prestige of the
house should always be kept at
a level where we should all
remain committed to that
principles, ideas and philoso-

phy of this house,” said
Bandopadhyay whose party
MP was in the eye of storm for
her criticism the chair.

Moitra on Friday said in a
series of tweets, “LS Speaker
had allotted at least  13 mins
to me when confronted in his
chamber, he claimed he was
not in chair hence can’t be
blamed. When further cor-
nered, he said – It was my
greatness that I even allowed
you 13 mins in 1st place.
Unbelievable. And who is
Chair to interrupt me (taking
up MY valuable time) to lec-
ture me on whether I should
speak with gussa or pyar?
None of your business Madam.
You can only correct me on
rules. You are NOT the moral
science teacher for LS.”

BJP MP from Bihar Rama
Devi was in the chair when
Moitra was speaking during
the Motion of Thanks to the
President in the Lower House. 

Several other MPs also
assured the Speaker that they
would cooperate and uphold
the dignity of the house.
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New Delhi: Dr Pradeep Mehenidratta, the former Director
General of Indian Institute of American Studies, who contributed
to the Indian studies in American Universities, preservation of
Indian art, archeology and ethno-music, passed away on
January 28, after a brief illness. Over the last six decades, Dr
Mehendiratta inspired many American scholars to pursue
research in India on subjects ranging from anthropology to zool-
ogy that led to publication of over 3000 books on India studies.
He also established 16 language schools where American stu-
dents could add to their skills in speaking and writing in Indian
languages. Dr Mehendiratta is survived by his wife, Santosh, son
Deepak and  daughter Purnima who is currently heading the
Institute. PNS
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Opposition members in the
Lok Sabha have moved 92

amendments on the Motion of
Thanks on the President's
address, while those in the
Rajya Sabha have moved 80
amendments. 19 notices for
amendments were not moved
in the Rajya Sabha as the three
members proposing them were
not present in the Upper House
when the motion was taken up.
Sources said the notices given
by Opposition members
Elamaram Kareem (CPI-M)
and K C Venugopal (Congress)
for amendments on the
Pegasus snooping controversy
were not accepted by the Rajya
Sabha Secretariat as the matter
is sub-judice.

The secretary had received
99 notices by 14 Opposition
members and since three were
not present when the motion
was taken up, a total of 80
amendments on the Motion of
Thanks were moved on various
issues by 11 members in the
Upper House. Kareem has also
written to Rajya Sabha

Chairman M Venkaiah Naidu
for giving a ruling that under
what grounds his amendments
were not admitted or disal-
lowed.

"It is quite unfortunate and
condemnable that such a deci-
sion has been taken, violating
the basic right of a member of
Parliament," the Left leader
said in his letter, adding that as
a representative of people, he
has to raise their concerns on
the floor of the House. He said
this action could create an
impression among people that
the Rajya Sabha Secretariat
deliberately excluded the
amendments that deal with
incidents which could expose
the Centre.

"The unilateral action is
completely undemocratic and
unethical," Kareem said. He
claimed that similar amend-
ments moved in the Lok Sabha
were admitted and said the
Upper House cannot escape its
responsibility to maintain
transparency in revealing the
reason for disallowing his
amendments.
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Finding as many as 16 States
and 3 Union Territories

failing in paying compensation
to Covid-orphaned kids, the
Supreme Court on Friday
directed all State Governments
and Union Territories to
appoint dedicated nodal offi-
cers to coordinate with the
member secretary of the state
legal service authority (SLSA)
to facilitate payment of ex gra-
tia compensation to family
members of Covid-19 victims. 

A bench comprising Justices
MR Shah and BV Nagarathna
also directed the State
Governments to give full par-
ticulars like name, address and
death certificate to the con-
cerned SLSA, as also complete
details with respect to orphans,
within one week from today
(Friday) failing which the mat-
ter shall be viewed very seriously. 

The top court reiterated
that applications seeking com-
pensation should not be reject-
ed on technical grounds and if
any technical glitch is found,
the states concerned should
give them opportunity to cure
defects as the ultimate goal of
the welfare State is to provide
some solace and compensation
to victims. 

States should make all
endeavours to pay the com-
pensation to the victims with-
in a maximum period of 10
days from the receipt of the
claim, said the Bench. "Despite
our earlier order directing all
the State Governments to give
full particulars of the deaths

due to Covid-19 registered
with their portal and the num-
ber of persons to whom the ex
gratia payment is made, it
appears that most of the States
have given only statistics and
no full particulars are given. 

"The object and purpose of
our earlier order to give full
particulars was to see that at
least with respect to those
cases which are registered with
the State Governments if they
have not approached the appro-
priate authorities for compen-
sation," the bench said. 

"The legal services author-
ity will reach them and see that
they make an application and
they act as facilitator as a
bridge. Similarly the particulars
with respect to orphans are not
given. We direct all the state
governments to give full par-
ticulars including their name,
address, death certificate etc. To
the concerned state legal service
authority including full partic-
ulars with respect to orphans
within one week from today
failing which the matter shall be
viewed very seriously," it 
said. 

The apex court said that
the endeavour of legal ser-
vices authority would be to
reach to those sufferers/victims
who have yet not approached
for whatever reasons.  "We
also direct the concerned State
Governments to appoint a ded-
icated officer, not below the
rank of deputy secretary in
Chief Minister Secretariat, who
shall be in constant touch with
the member secretary of the
state legal service authority so

that he may coordinate with
him and see to it that the appli-
cations are received from eli-
gible persons. 

"As and when the particu-
lars are given on verification,
the member secretary finds
that out of the case registered ,
some of family members are yet
not given compensation, the
member secretary to reach to
them through the secretary
DLSA/ secretary Taluka and
para legal volunteers. Their
function would be to facilitate
those who could not approach
to make an application for
compensation and see that they
get compensation. Their role
shall be of ombudsman as a
bridge between the victims and
the Government. If there is any
difficulty found by the member
secretary he may immediately
approach the concerned person
hereinabove and all are direct-
ed to cooperate," the bench said. 

The apex court also rapped
the Maharashtra Government
for rejecting applications sub-
mitted offline seeking com-
pensation.  "No application
should be rejected for any
application which is submitted
offline. You are not doing char-
ity. As a welfare state it is their
duty. Why are you sending peo-
ple from pillar to post. Do it
from the bottom of the heart,"
the bench said. Advocate
Gaurav Bansal, who is the peti-
tioner in the case, submitted
before the bench that some
media reports have stated that
in Karnataka in Yadgir district,
cheques given to some of the
victims have bounced.
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The Union Territory admin-
istration headed by Lt-

Governor Manoj Sinha in
Jammu & Kashmir has appar-
ently opened 'Pandoras' Box' by
withdrawing all the posts
referred to the Public Service
Commission (PSC) and
Services Selection Board (SSB)
before October 31, 2019, for
which selections have not been
finalised till date. The decision,
with far reaching implications,
has already invited a lot of crit-
icism from job aspirants await-
ing final selection lists for a
long time.

Several local leaders and
Opposition parties have also
questioned the wisdom behind
taking this decision at a time

when the unemployment rate in
J&K is hovering over 15 per
cent.

According to an internal
communication of the General
Administration Department
dated February 3, 2022, “All
posts referred to JKPSC/SSB
prior to 31.10.2019, for which
selections have not been
finalised till date, as also the
posts in which there are litiga-
tions and the cases are pending
in court shall be deemed to
have been withdrawn with
immediate effect". The  deci-
sion was earlier taken during
the meeting of the
Administrative council on
February 2.

In the letter, the GAD has
also directed all the concerned
to implement the directions of

the administrative council in
letter and spirit under an inti-
mation to the GAD.

Reacting to the sudden
announcement former cabi-
net minister and Chairman of
the Dogra Swabhimaan
Sangathan Lal Singh said, "the
UT administration is spoiling
the career of youth on verge of
attaining maximum age". He
said, ``The decision has been
taken without application of
mind and must be reviewed at
the highest level to save the
future of the youth of Jammu
and Kashmir".

In a written statement
JKAPNI party youth leader
Rafeeq Ahmad Khan said,
``The Govt is working aim-
lessly without knowing how to
tackle the issue of  growing

unemployment.” “At one hand,
they advertise vacant posts for
recruitment and then abrupt-
ly these posts are withdrawn
without taking into account the
amount of mental stress and
psychological state being faced
by the unemployed youth".

The J&K unit of the
Congress party also strongly
opposed the UT Government's
decision to withdraw all the
posts referred to the Public
Service Commission (PSC)
and Services Selection Board
(SSB) before October 31, 2019,
for which selections have not
been finalized till date.
Slamming the Government,
former minister Yogesh
Sawhney said the Government
is playing with the future of the
youth of Jammu & Kashmir.

Sawhney said the young
aspirants are not at fault even
then this Government is penal-
ising them ?  Several job aspi-
rants awaiting their final selec-
tions claimed, "when these
jobs were advertised before
October 10, 2019 the same
were reserved exclusively for
them(residents of J&k). But
now when the UT administra-
tion will issue fresh notification
all those who have acquired
fresh domicile certificates can
also compete with them. "We
have not only lost all these years
waiting for the selection list but
also don't know what lies in
store for us in the near future.
We are left stranded staring at
the prospect of attaining max-
imum age limit while securing
a Government job".
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Union Home Minister Amit
Shah on Friday claimed

that BJP is going to repeat his-
tory in Uttar Pradesh as Yogi
Adityanath has restored the
rule of the law in the State.

"In 2014, 2017, and 2019
polls, people of UP chose
development under the lead-
ership of Prime Minister Modi
and gave absolute majority.
Today with Chief Minister Yogi
filing his nomination, the BJP
is marching ahead with the
resolve of '300 paar'," Shah said
at a public meeting in
Gorakhpur before Yogi
Adityanath filed his nomina-
tion papers for Gorakhpur
Sadar Assembly seat.

Hitting out at the
Opposition particularly the
Samajwadi Party he said: "UP
is now free from Azam, Atiq,
and Mukhtar. Mafia is seen at
only three places in UP now -
in jail or outside UP or they
appear as candidates for the
Samajwadi Party. Mafia used to
rule UP, police were scared of
them. Today, the mafia walks
up to the Police station to sur-
render."

Shah said once upon a
time, Gorakhpur was consid-

ered the hiding place of the
mafia. But today Gorakhpur
means development — G
stands for Ganga Expressway,
O for Organic Agriculture, R
for Roads, A  for AIIMS, K, H
— Khad (Fertilizer Factory) , P,
U for Purvanchal Expressway,
and R for  Regional Medical
Center.

"Today the opposition does
not have any issue. They are
spreading canards. I want to tell
them that whatever they do,
people of Uttar Pradesh are
with BJP and this time the
party is again going to get more
than 300 seats,” he said.

Shah said CM Yogi estab-

lished the rule of law and good
governance in UP.

He said no one talking
negatively about BJP because
development has taken place in
UP under the leadership of
Yogi. 

He called upon the people
that their voices should go to
Saharanpur and it should be
known that BJP is winning
more than 300 seats.

Union education minister
and election in-charge UP
Dharmendra Pradhan and UP
BJP president Swantra Deo
Singh along with several MPs
and Legislators were present on
this occasion.
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The Congress party released
its election song for the

forthcoming Uttar Pradesh
Assembly polls on Friday.

The poll anthem, set to the
tune of popular song Srivalli
from the Telugu film Pushpa,
has as its refrain, “Tu hai gazab,
UP; Teri kasam, UP (You are
fantastic, UP; I swear, UP).” The
Uttar Pradesh Congress shared
the song with the caption,
"Proud to be from Uttar
Pradesh".

In the video posted with the
song, there are multiple frames
in which it is written 'Hum UP
type hai' (We are UP type). This
appears to be a dig at Union
Minister of Finance Nirmala
Sitharaman who had described
a press conference answer as
'UP type' during a briefing
after her presentation of the
Union Budget earlier this week.

The finance minister's
comment snowballed into a
political row after Congress
leader Priyanka Gandhi
slammed her for it and asked,
"What was the need to insult
the people of UP like this?

Understand, the people of UP
are proud to be 'UP type'."

Meanwhile Congress
General Secretary and Uttar
Pradesh in-charge Priyanka
Gandhi on Friday continued
with door-to-door election
campaign and roadshow in
Ghaziabad in favor of Congress
candidates from Ghaziabad
and Sahibabad Assembly con-
stituencies. During this, she
said that in the last five years in
Uttar Pradesh, only Congress
has been seen on the ground on
public issues and had stood
with the people. "We have done
a lot to strengthen our organi-
zation. The youth group is
unhappy about the recruitment
of army and other recruit-
ments. Telling the problems of
the farmer and the youth. This
is the real voice of Uttar
Pradesh," she said during a
roadshow in Sahibabad,
Ghaziabad, where Sangeeta
Tyagi, wife of late Congress
leader Rajiv Tyagi, is the
Congress candidate. Rajiv Tyagi
passed away in August 2020 fol-
lowing a cardiac arrest during
a debate on a TV channel.

Vadra claimed that the

Congress party is fighting with
full force in Uttar Pradesh and
for the first time in 30 years, the
Congress Party is fighting in all
403 seats in UP. ``We are rais-
ing such issues which are real-
ly of interest to the people, are
related to the people. Crime
against women is increasing in
Uttar Pradesh mainly due to
shortage of women in the police
force”, she said adding that if the
Congress Government is
formed in the State, women will
be given reservation in the
recruitment of 25 percent in the
police force. She said that crime
is happening every day in the
state whereas the Chief Minister
claims to reduce crime in the
state. Interacting with the pub-
lic, she talked to people on
women empowerment and the
security system. She also said
that there was no development
in the BJP Government, that is
why it is doing caste-religion
politics.

During the roadshow, she
stopped her convoy and talked
to Bijendra Singh, a resident of
Azad Bihar, Khoda. Vijendra
said that his wife had died in the
month of June during the

Corona period. After wife
Neelam became pregnant, he
roamed around in all the hos-
pitals of Noida. Hospital man-
agers admitted his wife and did
not give treatment. On this the
Congress General Secretary
assured him help. After this her
convoy reached Mangal Bazar.
There, the sanitation workers
demanded an end to the con-
tractual practice and made the
cleaning workers permanent.
After this, she campaigned at
Gagji Bhati gate. Despite rain on
Thursday, she campaigned in
Bulandshahr. She has also
shared on Twitter a video of a
conversation with a young man
who wants to join the army. She
held a meeting on a tractor with
a young man carrying sugar-
cane.  She wrote that "Yesterday
you saw the press conference of
the Chief Minister of UP with
false figures. Now watch the
press conference of the public.
This young man is the son of a
farmer and is sad about the
army recruitment and other
recruitments. Telling the prob-
lems of the farmer and the
youth. This is the real voice of
Uttar Pradesh”.
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Ruling BJP in Uttar Pradesh
will release its 'Sankalp

Patra (poll manifesto) on
February 6.

This was announced by
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
in Gorakhpur on Friday while
inaugurating his election
media center in the Gorakhpur
Sadar Assembly segment.

The CM said that the issue
of development, good gover-
nance, and nationalism would
be the priority in the Sankalp
Patra.

He said BJP developed UP
without discrimination and
now the party plans to reach
from every village to every
doorstep.

Earlier on the day, Yogi
Adityanath filed his nomina-
tion papers from Gorakhpur
Sadar assembly seat in pres-
ence of Union home minister
Amit Shah, Union education
minister Dharmendra
Pradhan, UP BJP president
Swantra Deo Singh, and other
p a r t y
leaders.
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Senior Congress leader and
former External Affairs

Minister Salman Khurshid said
in a meeting organized on the
Upperkot that those who say
that the path of Hindu and
Muslim are different, I would
like to ask those haters in
which market of India there is
a shop, where bottles of blood
of Hindus and Muslims are
sold? He said that I was born
in the house of AMU Vice
Chancellor in Aligarh. I spent
my childhood here. There is no
need to be misled by anyone,
who stood by you during CAA-
NRC, needs to be strengthened
today.

Salman Khurshid said
these things in support of
Congress city candidate Mohd.
Salman Imtiaz. He said that in
Farrukhabad, where Ganga
flows, Hindu brothers sanctify
themselves by bathing on one
side om it's bank and on the
other side Muslim brothers
offer Namaz. There was no
Hindu Muslim written any-
where in the water of that
Ganga Maa. She (Ganga) is the
mother of all of us which helps
to Irrigate our fields and where
grain grows. We eat bread
from the flour of that grain and

blood runs in our veins from it.
Neither in the grain, nor in the
bread nor in the blood, Hindu
Muslim is written anywhere.
Then why these things?

He said that today I have
come to Aligarh for my own
namesake and my younger
brother to request votes from
you people and I feel very
proud. This place is a place of
great respect and shows com-
munal harmony. He further
said that one should look at the
luck of this country, Islam is the
message of humanity, human-
ity is the message of helping
each other. Hinduism, which is
called Sanatan Dharma, is also
a respect for humanity. We are
asking for votes in the name of
that humanity. Ganga Jamuni
is seeking votes from all of 
you. 

Taking a jibe at CAA-NRC,
he said that our younger broth-
ers are standing here. The gov-
ernment had raised a question
in front of them. The question

was who are you? If someone
asks a person, are you the
child of your mother? Give
proof that India is your moth-
er.  He said that mother's child
gives proof from his heart, not
on pieces of paper. When asked
this question (pointing to
Salman Imtiaz) your lion
turned out to be by your side
always.

In the end, he asked for
votes by calling himself from
Aligarh. He said that those who
say the Congress is on the
ground, we have given the
answer that we are on the
ground. I have come to seek
votes for your strong soldier.
Votes are being asked for
Salman again and again from
the stage. Aligarh is also my
home. So take care. Welcoming
the people who left the SP BSP,
he said that those who are left
now should also come.
Congress leaders Ruhi Zubairi,
Agha Yunus etc. were present
on this occasion.
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The Government on Friday
provided 'Z' category secu-

rity by commandos of the
CRPF to prominent Muslim
leader and Hyderabad MP
Asaduddin Owaisi.

Official sources said the
CRPF commandos will be
deployed for the security of
Owaisi round-the-clock. The
decision to grant 'Z' category
security to the chief of the All
India Majlis-e-Ittehadul
Muslimeen (AIMIM) came a
day after his car was allegedly
fired upon by unknown
assailants near Chhijarsi toll
plaza in Hapur district while he
was returning to Delhi after
attending election-related
events in western Uttar
Pradesh.

No one was injured in the

incident, Owaisi had said while
urging the Election
Commission to ensure an inde-
pendent probe into the inci-
dent.

"Two persons have been
arrested for firing on AIMIM
MP Asaduddin Owaisi's con-
voy while he was returning to
Delhi after campaigning in
Uttar Pradesh. The investiga-
tion is underway,"
Superintendent of Police
Hapur, Deepak Bhuker said.
Bhuker informed that the
accused were hurt by Owaisi's
"anti-Hindu" statements.

Owaisi will raise the issue
of a security breach and attack
on his convoy in Parliament on
Friday, said sources. According
to sources, Owaisi will meet
Lok Sabha speaker Om Birla to
discuss the issue. Meanwhile,
Akbaruddin Owaisi, brother of

Asaduddin, also reached Delhi
late Thursday night.

Sources said that Sachin
Pandit, the man who shot at
Owaisi, claims to be a member
of the Bharatiya Janata Party. To
show off his affiliation to the
saffron party, Sachin posted a
copy of his membership slip on
social media. In the slip, his
name is written as 'Deshbhakt
Sachin Hindu'. Pictures of
Sachin with BJP leaders,
including UP Chief Minister

Yogi Adityanath, Deputy Chief
Minister Keshav Prasad
Maurya, MP Mahesh Sharma,
are now going viral on social
media. Sachin, a law student, is
from Durai village in the
Badalpur area of Greater
Noida. Sachin's father, Vinod
Pandit, works for private com-
panies on contract. Cops found
that Sachin was earlier booked
in an attempt-to-murder case.
Soon after Sachin was arrested,
the Greater Noida Police began
interrogating his relatives as
well. The interrogation went on
for about five hours on
Thursday night.

The second accused,
Shubham, is a resident of
Saharanpur. A tenth pass,
Shubham is a farmer. Police
have not found any criminal
case against him so far. During
interrogation, they said that

both of them were very angry
with the statements of
Asaduddin Owaisi and his
brother Akbaruddin Owaisi.
They watched videos of
Owaisi's speeches on Facebook
and Twitter. A country-made
pistol was recovered from
them. Police said the duo
revealed the names of the peo-
ple from whom they had
bought the weapon and they
will be arrested soon. Police are
verifying Sachin's claims of
affiliation to a Hindu organi-
zation.

The Election Commission
also sought details in the attack
on Asaduddin Owaisi, from the
ADG law and order Prashant
Kumar.  Kumar said that a case
has been registered on the
complaint of MP Owaisi's rep-
resentative. Two people have
been arrested. 
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States and Union Territories have can-
celled about 4.28 crore bogus ration

cards during the 2014-21 period.
Maharashtra is top in the list, followed
by West Bengal and Madhya Pradesh.In
a written reply in the Rajya Sabha,
Minister of State for Food and
Consumer Affairs Ashwini Kumar
Choubey said the operational respon-
sibilities of the public distribution sys-
tem under the food law rest with the
State Governments. 

The responsibilities include identi-
fication of eligible beneficiaries/ house-
holds under the National Food Security
Act (NFSA), issuance of ration cards to
them as per eligibility and distribution
of foodgrains to them from ration
shops. Under the NFSA, the state/UT
Governments periodically review their
lists of ration card holders to weed out
potentially ineligible, duplicate or bogus
ration cards from their respective sys-
tems after proper verification.  

"Accordingly, the State/UTs have
reported cancellation of about 4.28 crore

bogus ration cards during the period
2014 to 2021 so far," Choubey said. As

per the list, Uttar Pradesh has
cancelled 1,70,75,301 bogus
ration cards, followed by
Maharashtra (41,65,552), West
Bengal (41,09,873), Madhya
Pradesh (23,53,760), Rajasthan
(22,66,485) and Karnataka
(21,54,193). As many as
18,73,325 and 12,21,283 cards
were deleted in Telangana and
Andhra Pradesh, respectively.
Chhattisgarh deleted 13,57,677

cards during this 
period.
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the first Taliban Government,
which had put them virtually
under house arrest, in 2001. As
George R Allen and Wanda
Felbab-Brown state in their
paper, Fate of Women’s Rights
in Afghanistan, which is a part
of Brookings Institution’s 19A
Gender Equality Series, the
2004-post Taliban Constitution
“gave Afghan women all kinds
of rights, and the post-Taliban
political dispensation brought
social and economic growth
that significantly improved
their socio-economic condi-
tion”. They further state that
against fewer than 10 in 2003,
the percentage of girls enrolled
in primary schools rose to 33
in 2017. Registered female
enrolment in secondary
schools rose from six to 39 per
cent in the same year. Three-
and-a-half million Afghan girls
were in school with 100,000
studying in universities. They
add: “By 2020, 21 per cent of
Afghan civil servants were
women (compared with none
under the Taliban regime).
Almost 16 per cent of them
were in senior management
positions, and 27 per cent of
Afghan Members of
Parliament were women.”

The beneficiaries were, of
course, urban women.
According to Allen and Felbab-
Brown, in rural Afghanistan,
where 76 per cent of
Afghanistan’s women live, life

had not changed much from
the Taliban era, their formal
legal empowerment notwith-
standing. Existence of rights
and their utilisation by some is,
however, a starting point. In
this case, the achievements of
Afghan women were a great
exemplar. Things do not hap-
pen overnight. Change is gen-
erally a slow process in histo-
ry, more so in a traditional
country like Afghanistan. The
extinction of the rights Afghan
women enjoyed under the pre-
vious regime will reverse the
process that had begun.

Besides severe curtailment
of women’s rights, vicious vio-
lence has been unleashed on
women demonstrating peace-
fully against the discriminato-
ry and restrictive policies of
the Taliban Government. If
this is shocking, much more so
has been the abduction, and
subsequent disappearance, of
six women activists — Mursal
Ayar, Parwana Ibrahimkhail,
Tamana Paryani and the lat-
ter’s three sisters — Zarmina,
Shafiqa and Karima. They
had participated in demon-
strations demanding equal
rights for women.

The Taliban have claimed
ignorance of the women’s
whereabouts and dodged
responsibility. According to a
Human Rights Watch report
by its Associate Asia Director,
Patricia Gossman, titled

‘Afghan Women’s Rights
Activists Forcibly Disappeared’,
during the January 23 talks in
Oslo, Norway, between
Taliban authorities and some
western Governments,
Afghan activist Hoda
Khamosh publicly called
upon the Taliban
Government’s Foreign
Minister Amir Khan Muttaqi
to “pick up the phone and call
Kabul (and) order the imme-
diate release” of the detained
women; Muttaqi’s reported
reply was that “bad” elements
among the Taliban, whom
they were expelling, may have
detained the women. The
situation, he added, was
under investigation.

That this could not have
been so, and the Taliban them-
selves had abducted the
women, was strongly suggest-
ed on January 23 itself by
Zabihullah Mujahid’s remark
that the Taliban had “the right
to arrest and detain dissi-
dents”. Thus, while the reopen-
ing of universities in six
provinces, with both male
and female students attending
classes, is commendable, the
world’s unrelenting focus must
be on securing the release of
the six women or, if they have
been harmed, exemplary pun-
ishment to those responsible.

(The author is Consulting
Editor, The Pioneer. The views
expressed are personal.)
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Sir — With the first phase of election in
Uttar Pradesh, besides Punjab,
Uttarakhand, Manipur and Goa, set to
take place in a few days, the political tem-
pers in the State are rising each passing
hour. Both the ruling and the Opposition
parties are engaged in mudslinging and
calling their rivals names, and simulta-
neously making last-ditch efforts to con-
vince the State’s electorate that they
alone happen to be the public’s well-wish-
ers who largely cherish solicitude for their
wellbeing as also for the State’s holistic
development. But ironically, there are
stark contradictions between the state-
ments coming from the ruling dispensa-
tion and the Opposition camp.

The issues include the law and order
situation, employment, COVID-19 man-
agement, and so on, even as the farm-
ers are sulking over the non-delivery of
promises thus far such as the MSP fix-
ation, withdrawal of cases against farm-
ers and compensation to the families who
lost their loved ones during the agitation,
despite the agreement reached in this
regard. However, the voters need to take
the final call before deciding which party
or its leaders have lived up to the former’s
expectations and, hence, possess the
merit to take over the reins of the
Government. The voters, after all, are the
real ‘kingmakers’.

Azhar A Khan | Rampur
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Sir — This refers to the editorial, ‘Now
or never’ (February 4). There’s no deny-
ing that Yogi Adityanath, who in a sur-
prise move by Narendra Modi was
anointed the UP CM in 2017, has since
come a long way. Being the youngest-ever
MP at 26, Yogi was not new to politics.
As the CM, he has taken the State’s law
and order to such heights that the mis-
creants who attacked Asaduddin Owaisi’s
carcade were identified and caught with-
in hours. His corruption-free tenure
has seen more electricity supply than ever
in the past. Better network of roads, part-
ly due to the ‘double-engine’ synergy,
enables new business centres to spawn.

The State’s new international airports
are an icing on the cake. His push on
more medical colleges shall stand the
State in good stead in the long run.
COVID control may not have been out-
standing but it was not bad either. The
upcoming elections should have been a
cakewalk for the incumbent CM, but
cakewalks exist only in fiction. In India’s
most politically significant State, caste
alliances swing from one side to the other
within hours. Whether the “Militant
Monk” shall create history is currently in
the realm of suspense and speculation.
Wait and watch, is the name of the game.

SK Prabhakar | Gurugram
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Sir —  Basant Panchami (Vasant means
Spring and Panchami is the fifth day of
Shukla Paksha, the fortnight of the waxing
moon in the Hindu month of Magh) is ded-
icated to Ma Saraswati, the goddess of learn-
ing, music, art and speech. Yellow colour
holds great significance in Saraswati Puja

as it represents energy, knowledge and
enlightenment. This festival indicates the
beginning of the spring season. It is also the
day when lord Ram and his brothers mar-
ried Sita and her three cousins. So this day
is considered very auspicious for marriage.

Devotees, especially those in the
education sector, worship goddess
Saraswati to get enlightenment and to get
rid of lethargy. Schools and colleges
hold special prayers in the morning to
seek the blessings of the goddess of knowl-
edge, and senior students organise pro-
grammes to motivate their juniors. Last
year, students could not celebrate Basant
Panchami because of COVID but by now
most of them are vaccinated. However, the
participating teacher and students should
still take all the precautions. Hope this
Basant Panchami, you get more knowl-
edge. Happy Basant Panchami!

Vinay Verma  |  Ujjain
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The Associated Press has
reported that, according
to the Taliban, universi-
ties reopened, for both

men and women, in six of
Afghanistan’s 34 provinces on
February 2, 2022. They had start-
ed with six provinces —
Nangarhar, Kandahar, Helmand,
Farah, Nimroz and Laghman —
because these are warmer than
the rest of the country where win-
ter is bitterly cold. Eventually, all
men and women will return to
universities. Co-education, how-
ever, is out. In keeping with the
Taliban’s policy of gender-segre-
gated education, men will attend
classes in the morning, and
women in the afternoon.

This development merits a
welcome, particularly since the
Taliban have kept their promise.
Their Acting Minister for Higher
Education, Abdul Baqi Haqqani,
had announced at a press confer-
ence in Kabul on January 12 that
the Government would soon
reopen the universities for both
male and female students. Saying
that male and female students
would be taught separately, he
had attributed the delay in
reopening the universities to the
lack of infrastructure for this as
well as the economic crisis afflict-
ing Afghanistan.

The Taliban, however, have
miles to go before they can
come even close to honouring
some of the basic human rights
of women and girls. At the time
of writing, girls in classes above
six cannot attend schools; boys
can. Women are allowed to work
only in some segments of the
health and education sectors, and
that too under severe restrictions.
They can venture out of their
houses only in the company of
“close” male relatives, and that
too fully covered in burqas. Not
one of the “interim” Ministers in
the Taliban Government is a
woman, though, according to
Zabihullah Mujtahid, Acting
Deputy Minister for Information
and Culture; there may be one in
the future. Indeed, things have
been carried to a ludicrous
extent: The telecast of IPL match-
es was banned as women were
seen among the spectators!

This is an absolute pity.
Women had taken significant
strides forward after the ouster of
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Just as history is always written by the
victors, it is also written according to
their convenience. Different historians

have voiced different opinions about his-
tory, from Will Durant who said “history
is mostly guessing; the rest is prejudice”, to
Voltaire’s “history is a pack of lies we play
on the dead.”British historian Lord Acton,
better known for his famous quote “power
tends to corrupt and absolute power cor-
rupts absolutely”, believed history as an
unending progress towards liberty. If his-
tory is a march towards liberty, then the
events which history chronicles are also
essential for an understanding towards
greater liberty. Given that greater liberty
is what every society strives for, theinter-
pretation of history will therefore be
liable to change from time to time, to
derive a new meaning that is appropriate
at a given point in time for the society’s
renewal and rediscovery of itself. Just as a
photograph of a room changes when the
photographer alters the vantage point from
which he looks at it through his lens, his-
tory also changes when the historian looks
at it from the vantage point of the present
which keeps on changing constantly. It can-
not be said that by doing so one is
attempting to alter history - one is only try-
ing to substitute the views of the past his-
torians by those of the present. Unlike
physical sciences, laws of history cannot
be immutable and fixed for all times, they
will always be open to new interpretations,
new insights and new ideas of new gen-
erations. Through this process, history is
continuously rewritten by correcting the
mistakes of the past. 

For the last few years, the present gov-
ernment has been trying to correct such
mistakes of our past historians in its
attempt to rehabilitate one of the most mar-
ginalised leaders of our freedom struggle,
Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, and to
restore him to his rightful place in our his-
tory. With some honourable exceptions,
most of the past historians whose works
we have studied in our schools, colleges
and universities to shape our thoughts
about the nation, have either been trained
by the British or been influenced by the
leftist ideologies. Both the British and the
left in pre-independence India has
staunchly opposed Bose for their obvious
ideological reasons, and both therefore had
a vested interest in downplaying the sig-
nificance of Bose’s Azad Hind Fauj, or the
Indian National Army (INA), in India’s
struggle for independence. Except some
cursory mention of the INA and its defeat
by the allied forces and subsequent demise,
the Red Fort trials of its leaders Colonel
Shah Nawaz, Colonel Prem Sahgal and
Colonel Gurbaksh Dhillon, and the sub-
sequent mutinies by the Indian Navy and
Royal Indian Air Force inspired by it, the
average Indian knows nothing more about
Bose, whose death also remains shroud-
ed in mystery till today. 

The contribution of Bose and his INA
to our freedom movement remains a
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neglected footnote in our history
books, just as Bose himself was
marginalised in the Congress by
both Gandhi and Nehru, though he
always recognised their contribu-
tion - he named two INA brigades
after them. Our historians have sys-
tematically propagated the view that
Gandhi was the only leader solely
responsible for India’s indepen-
dence through his Ahimsa, and the
relentless struggles of countless
non-Gandhian revolutionaries,
their brutal incarceration at
Andaman and various British jails,
or their supreme sacrifices were not
even worth a footnote in history.
That the INA even in its defeat had
dealt a death blow to the British
colonialism is barely recognised by
any of our Oxford-trained or left-
liberal historians. 

The INA trials were used by the
Congress for their political ends,
and once that purpose was served,
they were conveniently forgotten.
No INA soldier or officer was
recruited in the army of
Independent India, and in an atro-
cious address to them 22 May 1946,
even Gandhiji told them, “Above all,
you must never beg or throw your-
selves on anybody’s charity. Because
you have risked your lives for
India’s sake and fought for her on
the Imphal plains, you must not
expect to be pampered in return.”

It is an undeniable fact that in
a democracy, political considera-
tions guide each and every action
by a political party. Non-Gandhian
interpretation of freedom move-
ment is gaining currency at the pre-
sent juncture and the results of
Nehruvian socialism upon our
post-independent trajectory of

socio-economic growth is being
reassessed critically. 

With alternative narratives to
history forcefully making inroads
into public consciousness, the long-
overdue recognition is now finally
coming to Bose. It is therefore not
surprising that there is now a race
between different political parties
to claim his legacy, especially since
BJP is perceived to have gained a
distinct edge in this. The NDA
Government has incorporated
Netaji’s birthday on January 23 in
the Republic Day calendar from this
year on, and the day has been cel-
ebrated as ‘Parakram Diwas’. PM
Modi has paid “Tributes to Netaji
Subhas Chandra Bose, a great free-
dom fighter and a true son of
Mother India, on his birth anniver-
sary”. Not to be left behind, the West
Bengal Chief Minister also tweet-
ed her “Homage to Deshnayak
Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose on his
125th birthday”, while demanding
the declaration of 23rd January as
a national holiday. 

To commemorate his 125th
birth anniversary and as part of the
year-long celebrations, the Central
government has announced that a
grand statue of Bose will be
installed under the canopy at
India Gate. Until the installation of
the actual statue is completed, a
hologram of Bose will be project-
ed at the site of the statue. The
Centre has also instituted “Subhas
Chandra Bose Aapda Prabandhan
Puraskars” to recognize and hon-
our the invaluable contribution
and selfless service rendered by
individuals and organisations in
India in the field of disaster man-
agement which will be presented

during the investiture ceremony.
The West Bengal Government has
also set up a committee to conduct
year-long celebrations till January
23, 2022” and promised a monu-
ment to be erected in Kolkata and
a state university to be set up in the
name of Azad Hind Fauj. 

The official mouthpiece of the
Trinamool Congress, Jago
Bangla,issued a front page top
header on January 23, asking
“Why isn’t Netaji Subhash
Chandra Bose given the recogni-
tion of the first PM of India?”,just
as Chandra Bose, Netaji’s grand-
nephew, who also happens to be a
BJP leader, stated that in his
speech at the Red Fort, PM Modi
had also mentioned this fact. He
demanded that the government
should issue a gazette notification
stating that Netaji was the first
prime minister of undivided India. 

Regardless of the political cal-
culations that underlie this race to
own the legacy of Bose, these are
all perfectly in sync with our
times and also with the law of his-
tory. In his remarkable book
“What is History”, British histori-
an E H Carr wrote: “The craving
for an interpretation of history is
so deep rooted that, unless we have
a constructive outlook over the
past, we are either drawn to mys-
ticism or cynicism. Mysticism to
him was the view that the “mean-
ing of history lies outside history”
and cynicism meant that “history
has no meaning or a multiplicity
of equally valid and invalid mean-
ings”. Let the history of our nation
and its struggles be made progres-
sively free from both mysticism
and cynicism.

(The writer, a former
Director General at the

Office of the
Comptroller & Auditor

General of India, is 
currently a professor at
Arun Jaitley National
Institute of Financial

Management. The views
expressed are personal.)

India woke up to 2022 with-
the shocking revelation
about the “Bulli Bai”app, tar-

geting minority women and
putting their photographs for
auction without consent in a
derogatory and humiliating
manner.  The app had displayed
photographs of Muslim women
from students, well-known and
reputed personalities, promi-
nent journalists,to social work-
ers. Protests were lodged all
over the country. With pressure
from human rights and women
groups, the Bulli Bai app was
blocked by Github after various
complaints regarding
thedefamatory content of the
app were registered. 

A couple of owners of the
Bulli Bai App have since been
arrested by the CERT-IN
(Indian Computer Emergency
Response Team) and currently

kept in police custody.The “Sulli
Deals” App, which was
launched last year, had listed
Muslim women for ‘auction’
with photographs sourced with-
out permission and doctored.
Its mastermind has also been
arrested now.

Will the arrests stop this
kind of humiliating action
against women of certain reli-
gions, sects, community, caste,
or group? Certainly not because
these are not a one-time or
stand-alone crimes. These are
results of organized and sus-
tained hate campaigns poison-
ing the minds of Indians, espe-
cially the youth, against minor-
ity communities. For the last
few years, the social media has
been extensively used to create
platforms and material by these
perpetrators of hate. 

As per Statista Research

Department, most hate crimes
during the period 2015-2019,
were targeted at Dalits, followed
by Muslims. There have been
several reports of Muslims not
being allowed to pray in certain
places in North India and
Christians being targeted on
suspicion of being involved in
religious conversions. Human
rights groups which monitor
atrocities against Christians in
India have documented the

violence by Hindutva groups
from all states and released a
fact-finding report titled
‘Christians under attack in
India’. The report released by
the Association of Protection
Civil Rights, United Christian
Forum and United against Hate
at a press conference in Delhi
in October 2021 reveals that
over 300 such instances were
reported from across 21 states,
particularly North India, in
nine months of 2021. The farm-
ers who protested for almost a
year were repeatedly labelled as
‘Khalistanis’ and their support-
ers and hate messages against
them were doing the rounds on
all social media platforms.

Various forms of provoca-
tive incidences against minori-
ties have been on the rise. We
keep hearing about the inci-
dences of ‘love jihad’, ‘gharvap-

si’ and other newly coined
terms to target certain commu-
nities.The Supreme Court has
agreed to take up a PIL seeking
probe into alleged hate speech-
es at two separate events at
Haridwar and Delhi in
December 2021. There are mes-
sages and videos circulating on
social media regarding the
atrocities committed by
Mughals (Muslims) during the
middle-ages on Hindus and
provocation for revenge. The
voices of making India a ‘Hindu
Rashtra’ are getting louder by
the day. The hate speeches and
hateful actions against any reli-
gion can only serve to imbal-
ance the public order and peace
in society. 

The rising hate crimes have
put the country in a precarious
situation. It has become quite
a serious issue as the youth are

falling prey to unbated hate
campaign. Educated young
people are debating religion
and hate rather than construc-
tive issues for nation building.

Do we have a solution?
The harrowing trend of com-
munal hatred is likely to meet
with retaliation by those target-
ed in due course leading to
destruction of the very fabric
of multi-cultural Indian soci-
ety. As Mahatma Gandhi said
“an eye for an eye will only
make the whole world blind
“.The Constitution of India
enshrined and ensured equal-
ity and respect for all Indians.
All religions and faiths preach
love and peace for the
mankind.

Hate campaigns against
any religion, community or
sect need to be condemned in
the strongest words and strict

legal action should be taken
against perpetrators of such
hate crimes. Politicians, reli-
gious and community leaders
and people from all walks of
life should come together to
oppose hate campaigns at the
grassroot level. The school
curriculum should have
mandatory content on com-
munal harmonyand respect
for all cultures and religions so
that our future generation is
ingratiated with supreme val-
ues of compassion, and broth-
erhood. 

In a world struggling to
fight the COVID-19 pandem-
ic, apart from dwindling
economies, it is time to push
aside all separatist agenda and
vested interest of certain
groups and stand together as
Indians, as humans and as a
peace-loving nation.
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(The writer is President,
Women’s Initiative 

for Liberation, Growth 
& Action. The views expressed

are personal.)
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When the US and NATO
rejected the Kremlin's

security demands over Ukraine
last week, fears of an imminent
Russian attack against its neigh-
bour soared.

But instead of sending
armoured armadas across the
Ukrainian border as the U.S.
and its allies worried, Moscow
bombarded Western capitals
with diplomatic letters about an
international agreement that
the Kremlin sees as a strong
argument for its position in the
standoff.

Even though President
Vladimir Putin said a month
ago that he wanted a quick
answer to the Russian demands
and warned that Moscow

would not accept "idle talk," he
signalled on Wednesday an
apparent readiness for more
talks with Washington and
NATO.

And that offers a glimmer
of hope. Although more than
100,000 Russian troops still
hover near Ukraine and weeks
of talks have led to no major
concessions by either side, at
least Russia and the West keep

talking, and for some experts
that's a reason for cautious
optimism.

"On the one hand Putin
did fire rhetorical barbs against
the West and emphasised per-
ceived slights; on the other
hand he also did leave open the
possibility of talking in more
detail about at least some of the
issues where the West has been
willing to engage," said Jeff

Rathke, a former U.S. Diplomat
and president of the American
Institute for Contemporary
German Studies at Johns
Hopkins University.

"We're kind of where we
were a few weeks ago," Rathke
said. "Putin has kept his options
open. He's not ruled out talks
but also not reduced his stri-
dent rhetoric."

Russia and the West
remain far apart on the most
critical issues and it's unclear
how a compromise could be
reached. But the Kremlin's
recent emphasis on diplomacy
appears to reflect Putin's hope
to achieve his goals through
negotiations while using the
deployment of the troops near
Ukraine as leverage.

"Russia will maintain a

tough stand while indicating
that it's not shutting the door
to talks,"  said Fyodor
Lukyanov, who heads the
Moscow-based Council for
Foreign and Defense Policies
and closely follows the
Kremlin thinking. "Such com-
plex agreements aren't reached
in a relaxing atmosphere over
a cup of tea, so all methods of
persuasion are being used,
including the demonstration
of force." 

Russia maintains it has no
intention to attack its neighbor,
but it demands that NATO bar
membership to Ukraine and
other ex-Soviet nations and
pledge not to deploy weapons
there. It also wants NATO
deployments in Eastern Europe
rolled back. 
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French President Emmanuel
Macron will head to

Moscow and Kyiv next week as
part of his push to try to deter
Russian President Vladimir
Putin from launching an inva-
sion of Ukraine and find a
diplomatic way out of the
growing tensions.

The visit Monday and
Tuesday comes after the U.S.
Accused the Kremlin on
Thursday of an elaborate plot
to fabricate an attack by
Ukrainian forces that Russia
could use as a pretext to take
military action. The U.S. Has
not provided detailed infor-
mation backing up the claims.

While France is a major
player in NATO and is moving

troops to Romania as part of
the alliance's preparation for
possible Russian action,
Macron has also been actively
pushing for dialogue with Putin
and has spoken to him sever-
al times in recent weeks. The
two will hold a one-on-one
meeting Monday, Macron's
office said Friday.

Macron is following a
French tradition of striking a
separate path from the United
States in geopolitics, as well as
trying to make his own mark

on this crisis and defend
Europe's interests.

But after weeks of talks in
various diplomatic formats
have led to no major conces-
sions by Russia and the U.S., it's
unclear how much impact his
trip will have.

In a call Wednesday with
U.S. President Joe Biden,
Macron filled him in on his
diplomatic efforts. In talks with
the Russian and Ukrainian
leaders Thursday night,
Macron's office said they dis-
cussed ways to "identify ele-
ments that could lead to de-
escalation," and "conditions
for strategic balance in Europe,
which should allow for the
reduction of risks on the
ground and guarantee securi-
ty on the continent."
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The "milder" outcomes of
infection from the

Omicron variant of SARS-
CoV-2 are likely due to more
population immunity rather
than the virus' properties,
according to researchers in the
US.

The Omicron variant was
first documented in Botswana
and South Africa in late
November 2021.

Compared with earlier
variants, Omicron resulted in
notably lower hospitalisation
and death rates, leading some
to conclude that the variant
causes less severe outcomes or
is less virulent than previous
variants.

In a perspective article,
published in the New England
Journal of Medicine,
researchers noted that the per-
ceived lower severity of

Omicron infections is most
likely due to factors related to
the level of immunity in infect-
ed people.

By the fall of 2021, much of
the South African population
had been vaccinated or prob-
ably infected by another vari-
ant during earlier waves of the
pandemic.

The researchers from
Massachusetts General
Hospital and Harvard Medical
School in the US argue that
previous exposure would like-
ly have reduced the severity of
a subsequent Omicron infec-
tion. 

The milder symptoms may
also be due in part to
Omicron's ability to cause
breakthrough infections and
reinfections, including in peo-
ple with stronger immune sys-
tems who are better equipped
to fight off an infection, they
said.

According to the
researchers, the situation in
South Africa is intrinsically
different than that of other
countries -- especially the
young age of its population --
meaning that Omicron could
progress differently in other
populations around the world.

Based on their analysis,
the researchers stress that as
many people as possible glob-
ally should be vaccinated, and
those most vulnerable to dis-
ease should receive a third
booster shot.

"There must be a renewed
push to vaccinate and boost
those not yet protected, because
Omicron is not necessarily
intrinsically milder," said
William Hanage, associate pro-
fessor at Harvard T.H. Chan
School of Public Health.

"This is especially true for
those struggling to access vac-
cines, whether in the United
States or elsewhere in the
world," Hanage added.
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For more than two years, the
isolation of the Pacific arch-

ipelago nation of Tonga helped
keep Covid-19 at bay. 

But last month's volcanic
eruption and tsunami brought
outside deliveries of desperately
needed fresh water and medi-
cine - and the virus.

Now the country is in an
open-ended lockdown, which
residents hope will help contain
the small outbreak and will not
last too long.

"We have pretty limited
resources, and our hospitals are
pretty small," Tongan business
owner Paula Taumoepeau said
Friday. 

"But I'm not sure any
health system can cope. We are
lucky we've had two years to get
our vax rate pretty high, and we
had a pretty immediate lock-
down." 

Tonga is only one of several
Pacific countries to experience
their first outbreaks over the

past month. All have limited
health care resources, and there
is concern that the remoteness
that once protected them may
now make helping them diffi-
cult. 

"Clearly when you've got
countries that have already got
a very stretched, and fragile
health system, when you have
an emergency or a disaster and
then you have the potential
introduction of the virus, that's
going to make an already seri-
ous situation immeasurably
worse," said John Fleming, the
Asia-Pacific head of health for
the Red Cross. 
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Aveteran Hong Kong activist was
arrested Friday, days after he

announced plans to protest the Beijing
Winter Olympics outside Government
offices in the city, according to local
media.

The activist, Koo Sze-yiu, was
arrested in the early morning at his
home under a national security law,
according to local newspaper South
China Morning Post.

Earlier this
week, Koo had
sent a media
announcement
inviting coverage
of a petition he
planned to present
on Friday at 10
a.M. In front of
China's Liaison
Office - the agency which represents
the Chinese government in the nom-
inally semi-autonomous enclave.

In his invite, Koo stated
that China had pressed on with
the Beijing Winter Games while
ignoring "unjust" cases of
imprisonment in Hong Kong.

"Don't forget that human
rights are being oppressed in
Hong Kong!" he wrote in the
announcement.

He said that authorities have
abused the national security law
to imprison dissidents or those
who speak out against Beijing's
policies in the city.
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The US has asserted that it
stands with India against

Chinese intimidation after
Beijing deputed a PLA officer,
who was part of the military
command that attacked Indian
soldiers in the Galwan Valley in
2020, as a torchbearer for the
Beijing Winter Olympics.

China on Wednesday field-
ed a regiment commander of
the People's Liberation Army
(PLA) involved in the June
2020 clash with the Indian
soldiers in eastern Ladakh's
Galwan Valley to carry the
Winter Olympics torch in
Beijing, prompting India to
announce a diplomatic boycott
of the opening and closing
ceremonies of the mega sport-
ing event staring on Friday.
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Another aide of UK Prime
Minister Boris Johnson

quit on Friday, taking the total
number of resignations at
Downing Street to five as the
embattled British premier was
attempting to reset his
Government following the
'Partygate' scandal that has put
his position in peril.

The string of resignations
continued on Friday with the
ruling Conservative Party's
website reporting that Elena
Narozanski has become the
second adviser to quit the No
10 Downing Street policy unit.

Johnson's longstanding
policy chief Munira Mirza,
chief of staff Dan Rosenfield,
principal private secretary
Martin Reynolds, and com-
munications director Jack
Doyle all left their posts with-
in hours of each other on
Thursday, days after a damning
investigation revealed that mul-
tiple parties took place at
Downing Street while the rest

of the United Kingdom was liv-
ing under strict COVID-19
lockdown rules.

Former Downing Street
aide Nikki da Costa said
Narozanski is "one of the most
principled women I know."

"Another big loss to the
policy unit," da Costa said.

Meanwhile, Business and
Energy Secretary Greg Hands
on Friday said that Prime
Minister Johnson is taking
charge of his Downing Street
team by making changes after
a row over lockdown parties.

Asked what was going on
in Downing Street, Hands told
the British broadcaster Sky,
"resignations have been made,
resignations have been accept-

ed."
Senior Tory member of

Parliament Huw Merriman,
who chairs the Commons
Transport Committee, said he
was "deeply troubled" by the
situation, and told Johnson to
improve or leave Downing
Street for good.

Doyle confirmed his exit
shortly after the departure of
Pakistani-origin Mirza. They
were followed by Rosenfield
and Reynolds, the BBC report-
ed on Friday.

The top aides' resignations
come as Johnson, 57, faces
increasing questions over his
leadership from within his
party.

Doyle told staff that "recent
weeks have taken a terrible toll
on my family life", but that he
had always intended to leave
after two years.

A statement from a No 10
spokeswoman said Rosenfield
had offered his resignation to
the prime minister earlier on
Thursday but would stay on
while his successor was found.
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New Delhi: The Government
will settle almost all the retro-
spective tax cases this month,
closing a chapter that plagued
India's reputation as an invest-
ment-friendly destination, a
top official said on Friday.

A 2012 amendment that
gave taxmen powers to go back
50 years and slap capital gains
levies wherever ownership had
changed hands overseas but
business assets were in India,
was used to raise �1.1 lakh crore
demand against multi-nation-
als such as telecom group
Vodafone, pharmaceuticals
company Sanofi and brewer
SABMiller, now owned by AB

InBev, and Cairn Energy Plc.
Such demands brought uncer-
tainty in the minds of investors.

To repair India's damaged
reputation as an investment
destination, the government in
August 2021 enacted a new leg-
islation to drop all such demand
and refund about � 8,100 crore
collected on the condition that
any pending lawsuit or legal
challenge against the govern-
ment anywhere in the world
would be dropped.

Cairn, from whom �7,900
crore was seized to enforce the
retrospective tax demand, as
well as Vedanta Group, have
dropped lawsuits. Cairn is now

eligible for the tax refund.
"In the month of August,

we abolished the retrospective
taxation and we would be set-
tling almost all the cases  this
month itself. So, we will close
that chapter once and for all,"
Revenue Secretary Tarun Bajaj
said.

The move will help restore
investor confidence by provid-
ing a predictable and stable tax
regime.

"So stability, predictability
and not giving any surprise is
a matter of tax policy which we
have implemented," he said at
a PHD  chamber event here. 

PTI
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In an effort to further cool down
the prices of edible oils, the

Government has notified the stock
limit quantities on edible oils and
oilseeds upto 30th June, 2022. For
edible oils, the stock limit would be
30 quintals for retailers, 500 quin-
tals for wholesalers, 30 quintals for
retail outlets of bulk consumers or
big chain retailers and shops and
1000 quintals for its depots.
Processors of edible oils would be
able to stock 90 days of their stor-
age capacities.

According to the order, for
edible oilseeds, the stock limit
would be 100 quintals for retailers,
2000 quintals for wholesalers.
Processors of edible oilseeds would
be able to stock 90 days production
of edible oils as per daily input pro-
duction capacity. Exporters and
importers have been kept outside
the purview of this Order with
some caveats.

The Government had earlier
notified the stock limits on edible
oils and oilseeds on October 8, last
year and it is valid upto 31st
March 2022. However, the quan-
tities of stock limits of oils and
oilseeds were left to be decided by
the States/UTs on the basis of avail-
able stock and consumption pat-
tern.

On review of this Order, it was
observed that only six (06) States
viz. Uttar Pradesh, Karnataka,
Himachal Pradesh, Telangana,
Rajasthan and Bihar had imposed
the stock limit order in pursuance
of the Central Order in their State.
Since implementation of stock
limits across all States/UTs is nec-
essary to transfer the full benefit of
price control to end consumers, the
Union Government has vide its
Order dated 3rd February, 2022
specified the quantities of stock
limits of edible oils and oilseeds for
all States/UTs except the above
mentioned six (06) States.

Kolkata: Union Minister of State for
Finance Bhagwat Kishanrao Karad
on Friday said that the union budget
presented by Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman will give stabil-
ity to the country.

The budget had proposed dif-
ferent schemes to support various
sectors of the economy in the pan-
demic situation, he said at an event
organised by Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India (ICAI).
"The finance minister presented the
budget to give stability to the coun-
try," Karad said. 

The Minister said there is
a need to develop India in all aspects
like education, health, defence and
agriculture.          "We need a good
economy to make USD trillion dol-
lars turnover in GDP by 2025", he
said.          GST collections are increas-
ing each month which augurs well for
the country, the Union Minister
added. PTI

Mumbai: Reliance Industries (RIL), headed by
India's richest man Mukesh Ambani, has bought
an ultra-luxury Rolls Royce hatchback costing
Rs 13.14 crore. If RTO officials are to be
believed, it is one of the most expensive car pur-
chases ever in the country. 

The car, a Rolls Royce Cullinan petrol model,
was registered by RIL at the Tardeo Regional
Transport Office in South Mumbai on January
31, officials aware of the matter said. The base
price of the car, when first launched in 2018, was
�6.95 crore, but auto industry experts said cus-
tomized modifications would have raised the
price substantially. The company has opted for
the 'Tuscan Sun' colour for the 12-cylinder car
weighing over 2.5 tonnes and producing 564 BHP
power, and also obtained a special number plate,
RTO officials said.

A one-time tax of � 20 lakh has been paid
by RIL for the car whose registration is valid till

January 30, 2037, and another ��0,000 has been
paid towards road safety tax. This could even be
the most expensive car purchased in India, said
one RTO official. RIL has also paid � 12 lakh for
getting a VIP number for  its chairman and man-
aging director's new car.

The number ends with “0001”, officials said.
Usually a VIP number costs �4 lakh, but since
the chosen number in the current series was
already taken, a new series had to be started, they
said.  With a written permission from the
Transport Commissioner, RTO offices can start
a new series for assigning registration mark 0001
for which the applicant has to shell out three
times the fee specified for a regular number, they
added. Rolls Royce Cullinan was launched in
India in 2018 as a hatchback capable of taking
both paved and rough  roads, and this will be a
third  Cullinan model in the Ambani/RIL
garage. PTI

Mumbai: The rupee snapped
its three-day losing streak by
recovering 19 paise to close at
74.69 against the US dollar on
Friday tracking weaker green-
back against key rivals 
overseas.

At the interbank forex
market, the local unit opened
strong at 74.71 against the
greenback and witnessed an
intra-day high of 74.68 and a
low of 74.77. 

It finally settled at 74.69, a
rise of 19 paise over its previ-
ous close. PTI
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Mumbai: Debt-ridden Infrastructure Leasing and
Financial Services (IL&FS) on Friday said it has com-
pleted sale of its 35 per cent stake in Warora Chandrapur
Ballarpur Toll Road Ltd (WCBTRL) to its majority joint
venture partner Vishvaraj Infrastructure Ltd (VIL).

The sale entails VIL taking over entire external debt
of WCBTRL amounting to �306 crore, providing equi-
ty value of over �12 crore and settling IL&FS Group dues
amounting to �6 crore.  This will result into resolving
�324 crore from the overall IL&FS Group's debt of about
�99,000 crore, as of October 2018, a release said. 

The key lenders to the project - Bank of India, Indian
Overseas Bank and India Infrastructure Finance
Company Ltd (IIFCL) - have all approved the sale and
change in ownership, the release said.  PTI

New Delhi: In the Union Budget, the Finance
Minister has also indicated the creation of six million
new jobs. “Considering the State of the economy, much
more was needed. However, seen in the light of the
pressing need of increasing employment and income,
the 2022 budget has belied hopes of the more than 50
crore informal workers and many more,” ActionAid
Association Executive Director Sandeep Chachra.
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Arenowned Indian journalist, polit-
ical analyst and writer, Vaasanthi,
has been an inspiration for young

women. Having served as the editor of
India Today (Tamil) for nine years before
retiring, she is emphatic in speaking
about women’s issues. She has written
numerous lectures, essays and reports,
besides around 40 novels and six short
story collections. 

Her book, Cut-outs, Caste and Cines
Stars, analyses the political history of Tamil
Nadu during the time she worked as a
journalist, while Karunanidhi: The
Definitive Biography talks about the actor
turned politician. Speaking of biographies,
the one about J Jayalalithaa in 2016 invit-
ed a lot of attention.

Read why that happened and  about
her book, Ganga’s Choice and Other
Stories’ translation in English, ahead: 

�What is Ganga’s Choice and Other
Stories! about?

Ganga’s Choice and other stories is a
collection translated into English from the
original Tamil stories that I had written.
They’ve been translated mostly by Sukanya
Venkatraman and a few by Gomathi
Narayanan. I had translated one myself.

�What inspired you to write it?
These stories were written at different

times and different places. It’s an urge to
write, that comes during an experience,
which may be nerve-racking, shocking, sad
or even seemingly ordinary one when the
writer sees the extraordinary. These sto-

ries belong to that genre. 
For some time now, I’d been thinking

of bringing out an anthology of my stories
that I considered good and could be of
interest and appeal to the sensibilities of
non-Tamil readers if translated into
English. During the lockdown, I felt this
was something that I could do to get out
of the depression that I had during that
time... and this did help!    

�Are any of the stories based on real
events? 

Indeed, they are. 
All stories written by authors are sure-

ly based on some event or experience that
sparks their creativity. There is enough
material if you look around, queer human
nature, instances of societal injustice,
even a newspaper snippet, inspiring a
thought that gets ignited and developed
into fiction in the writer’s imagination. 

Several times, my maids, who were
mostly young, sprightly, bold enough to
take decisions, though illiterate, have
inspired me to write some of the stories.

My experience, as a journalist, my
travels and interviews during my tenure
as the editor of India Today, where I
worked for 10 years, helped me get to know
of people who suffered injustice in one way
or the other, due to caste, communalism,
gender, patriarchy, and so on. I’ve gone to
remote villages in Tamil Nadu and wit-
nessed primitive customs followed by some
tribes that enslave women. It was one such
travel that inspired me to write The Dance
of Gods. Keenly interested in human

rights and saddened and angered by their
violation, I have written many articles. All
of that helped my creative writing as well.   

�The short stories take an unexpect-
ed turn towards the climax. Is rendering
the element of shock the objective? 

That is a difficult question. I never plan
the outline of my story. It begins with a
thought, which is vague. I don’t know how
the story would end. As it builds up, I get
into the scene completely, become the
character and move along as the narrative
spins itself. I experience the character’s feel-
ings — joy or sadness, anger or defeat (like
in the Testament) and surrender —
through the course of the story. The end?
I don’t plan, honestly, the story writes its
end. Many people have asked me why the
Testament didn’t end positively. I thought,
I just could not. If I did, it would be unre-
alistic. I have no desire to write fairy tales.

It may shock, like it does in the Poison (that
had its genesis during research on female
infanticide in Tamil Nadu), surprise like
in Punishment, and make one sad, like in
the Gap. But the end came on its own.
Sometimes, I do revise on the second read-
ing, but the first instinct wins. 

�This is similar to Poe’s use of the
theory of ‘The Unity of Effects’, where
every detail contributes to a unified effect
(in his case, fear). Your writing style
evokes surprise. Do you agree?

I guess you are right. But it isn’t my
intention to evoke surprise. Yes, the details
do give a unified effect. I do feel a twist is
necessary to provoke the reader. But even
a placid end can evoke surprise.  

�Your female characters hail from
different backgrounds, are diverse. Who
are they?

Yes, they are, because I have met
women from different social strata, singers,
workers, housewives (Hands), tribal illit-
erate women, village women who are
bright and thirst for a new life which is
away from patriarchal oppression in
Murder. Desperate women who have no
say when their female infants are killed by
the will of the male of the house in Poison.
I read about a white woman, full of
remorse, when I visited the US — and she
surfaces in The Steering Wheel. All of them
have moved me so deeply that I had to
express my feelings in words and in fiction
form that was best suited. The opportu-
nity to meet such people was possible
because of my travels as a journalist. 

�Social injustice and politics seem
close to your heart. Care to weigh in? 

As I said, I have been a journalist too,
deeply interested in politics and social

injustice. I feel there is nothing that can
anymore be called a-political. Every sin-
gle injustice, gender imbalance, commu-
nal hate, racism, divisiveness in the name
of nationalism have politics behind them.   

�Jayalalithaa’s protest against the
original and unabridged biography
Amma, back in the day, shows that pol-
itics still doesn’t want women to speak
up. What do you think of the same?

That was a different matter. She knew
that I was critical of her as a journalist and
an editor of an important magazine when
she was the chief minister of Tamil Nadu.
I had to be critical when she behaved auto-
cratically, she was callous enough to do
unconstitutional things, arrogant in her
intolerance of dissent, taking journalists
and newspapers to court if they were crit-
ical. For nine years, when I held the post,
I sent requests for an interview almost
every day through FAX (there was no other
way) but she never cared to respond.  I was
never afraid to attack her on what I
thought was not right. Surprisingly, she did
not sue me in those days. 

But after I retired, Penguin requested
me to write her biography. I was very hes-
itant to take up the project having known
her temperament. But they persuaded me
to accept. I once again tried, through var-
ious sources, for an interview. She never
responded. I worked hard for two years
and wrote the book. Just on the eve of its
release, The Outlook published a curtain-
raiser with a cover titled Jayalalithaa’s
Unknown Story. That caught her attention
and she promptly went to court and
brought an injunction against its release.
She must have thought that it would be a
critical and uncharitable book on her. But
actually, the book turned out to be an
empathetic one. As I started researching,
gathering the details of her private life and
her public posturing, I realised that she had
a very tough life, faced humiliations and
rejections in a male-dominated film and
political world. I realised her life was a
story that showed how a woman trans-
forms herself to succeed in such an
atmosphere. Her arrogance was her shield.
But she was amazing, a winner till the end.

Penguin published the book, updated,
after her death, when the injunction
ended. The title is The Lone Empress!

The past two years have
been unprecedented as

Covid-19 had has wreaked
havoc in everyone’s lives. It
impacted everyone and
many people lost their
loved ones due to covid-19.
The world was engulfed
with sadness and several
people discovered tattoos
as a medium to pay tribute
to their loved ones. 

The tattoo industry
witnessed a spike in
demand post the second
wave in India. While some
captured the emotional
connection with their loved
ones by getting a portrait
tattoo others chose to go
with minimalistic tattoos
like getting the name or sig-
nature tattoo.  

Portraits 
People paid tributes to

their loved ones with name
tattoos, birth dates or those
of demise to honour them.
A few even got the ECG
report showing the heart-
beat. Portrait tattoos were
also very popular.

People paid tributes to
their loved ones with name
tattoos, birth dates or those
of demise to honour them.
A few even got the ECG
report showing a heart-
beat. Portrait tattoos were
also very popular.Those
who lost their pets, had
their portraits tattooed.
Line art versions of their
pets too were popular.

Those who lost their
pets, had their portraits
tattooed. Line art version of
their pets too were popular. 

Minimalistic 
Minimal tattoos were

very popular among those

who were getting inked for
the first time. It also helps
that these look aesthetical-
ly pleasing and fits all bud-
gets. Another reason for the

popularity of minimal tat-
toos is that they convey a
strong message with small
and fine lines. The simple
and delicate tattoos often
make a fashion statement.
There are numerous cool
designs that one can choose
from like acronyms of
names, flowers, planets,
butterflies, bees, geometric
shapes and more.

Cover-up 
Several cover-ups of

badly done old tattoos were
done during the last year.
And people who didn’t
want to opt for a bigger
cover-up design opted for
a laser removal treatment
by Picolaser, the latest and
most efficient removal
technology which makes
the tattoo disappear with-
out leaving any scars. 

Religious 
Religious or Spiritual

tattoos have had a lot of sig-
nificance since ancient
times. It was believed that
having such a tattoo would
ensure protection by God.

Geometric 
Another tattoo trend

that has picked up in the
current year and continues
to be a popular choice this
year is geometric designs.
Be it a minimalistic geo-
metric design of fine lines
or big and bold patterns,
these will be in demand. 

Other trends that con-
tinue to be popular will be
lighting tattoos, hologram
tattoos, colourful tattoos,
abstract tattoos and more. 

(The author is a tattoo
artist and founder, Devil’z

Tattooz.)

People have started paying
more attention to their health

than ever. Millennials form the
majority of the Indian population
and there is no denying how the
youth is actively taking the initia-
tive to get and stay toned.
Gymming seems to be the new
cool amongst people as they turn
conscious to establish and be con-
sistent with a healthy lifestyle for
themselves and their families. But
in the process of being thrilled
about shedding those extra kilos
and maintaining a healthy BMI
(Body Mass Index), we often fail
to remember that gyms are one
of the most-visited public places
making them prone to infections
and fungal health concerns. And
with the Delhi Disaster
Management Authority (DDMA)
announcing that gyms will
reopen from Monday, there is a
reason to pay attention to infec-
tions other than corona when you
are trying to amp up your fitness
levels.

Infectious fitness
Infections and physical well-

being might seem like opposite
ends of a thread but sadly, the
crowded rooms, mutually-shared
equipment, steam rooms and
showers make gyms more sus-
ceptible to serving as carriers of
infections. Humid spaces and
continuous shared touch triggers
these infections. 

Some of the infections that
might hit you off guard at your
gym are:

RINGWORM
This infection usually mush-

rooms in moist places and sur-
faces, thus making its way to your
workout centres and gyms. A
superficial skin infection caused
by fungi, this infection results in
a ring-shaped rash that is red,

scaly, and with a clearing in the
centre. It can occur almost any-
where in your body.

ATHLETE’S FOOT
A fungi-led infection,

Athlete’s foot thrives in warm
damp environments. Red, flaky,
itchy skin on the soles of your feet
or between your toes are com-
mon symptoms of this disease.
Other than using public equip-
ment and places, walking bare-
foot on contaminated surfaces
has been identified as the prima-
ry reason for this infection.

JOCK ITCH
As the name suggests, this

fungal infection is a condition
that affects the inner thighs and
genital region. This infection
leads to an irritable, itchy/scaly
red rash on the skin. This results
in a consistent itch in the groin
area.

YEAST PROLIFERATING ACROSS
SKIN

This is not categorised as an
infection but it is a growing con-

cern in today’s time. Skin yeast
causes the epidermis to develop
light-coloured spots that may
take a few months to resolve. It
is most active in sweaty and
humid environments. This health
concern can be taken care of by
using a good antimicrobial ingre-
dient such as tea tree oil.

NAIL FUNGUS
Caused by the same fungi

that cause the athlete’s foot, this
infection makes the nails or toes
turn yellow, thick, and crumbly.
Treated through oral medica-
tion, the healing process for this
skin infection can take up to a few
months.

Precaution is better than
cure

Along with the infections
mentioned above, several other
health issues are surfacing due to
bacteria clawing on bodies after
workouts and in damp or heavi-
ly moist places. From staph infec-
tions, hot-tub rash, herpes,
impetigo, plantar warts, colds,
and Flu to MRSA, these infec-

tions make it uneasy for us to
work out or be fit. 

To avoid being impacted by
these, there are a few measures
that one can opt for, some of
those measures include:

� Ensuring cleanliness
� Being specific about

keeping your sports stuff and
wearing personal and eliminat-
ing ‘friendly-sharing’ from the
to-do list of working out

� Regularly washing laun-
dry and tidying up post-work-
out

� Personal showers at
home even if you have sanitised
yourself at the gym

� Use a good quality anti-
fungal body wash, infused with
tea tree and neem oils

� Disinfecting your sports
bag and equipment-
Keeping physical touch to the
minimum by not getting direct-
ly in touch with the fitness
machines 

� Wearing shoes to cut off
contact with the mutually-
shared ground and getting your
mat.

One of the ways to combat
the risk of being infected is by
opting for organic products and
oils, such as tea tree oil, body
wash and other sanitary prod-
ucts. Along with avoiding direct
contact, one needs to have a
presence of mind to keep the
practises going and focus on get-
ting fit rather than being careless
and contracting an infectious
disease. We should not let go of
the thought that washing away
the acquired bacteria is the first
step to maintaining a healthy
lifestyle and the second comes
balancing calories and BMI.

(The author is the founder
and CEO of Kayos, which

offers health, beauty & wellness
products.)
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It took a goal near the end for
Athletic Bilbao to finally get the bet-

ter of Real Madrid and reach the Copa
del Rey semifinals for the third
straight season. 

Álex Berenguer scored in the 89th
minute to give Athletic a 1-0 victory
in the quarterfinal at San Mamés
Stadium on Thursday, ending a three-
match losing streak for the Basque
Country team against Madrid.

It was the fourth meeting between
the clubs in two months, with Madrid
winning in the final of the Spanish
Super Cup last month in Saudi Arabia
and twice in Spanish league matches
in December.

Athletic reached the last two
Copa finals, losing to Basque Country
rival Real Sociedad in 2020 and

Barcelona last season.
Madrid, the only top club still left

after Barcelona and Atlético Madrid

were eliminated in the last 16, hasn't
made it to the semifinals since 2018-
19, when it lost to Barcelona. It has-

n't won the competition since 2014.
Real Betis earlier Thursday

won 4-0 at Sociedad and returned
to the last four for the first time
since 2018-19.

Madrid was without striker
Karim Benzema because of a muscle
injury, but Vinícius Júnior, Rodrygo
and Casemiro — who arrived from
international duty with Brazil on
Wednesday — were in the starting
lineup. Vinícius was substituted early
in the second half. 

Madrid struggled in attack with-
out Benzema and with Vinícius far
from his best form. It was a bad pass
by Casemiro in defense that led to
Athletic's late winner — a well-placed
shot by Berenguer from inside the
area.  On Wednesday, 2019 champi-
on Valencia reached its second Copa
semifinal in four years by defeating

Cádiz 2-1, while Rayo Vallecano
made the last four for the first time
in four decades by beating Mallorca
1-0.  Betis advanced thanks to three
goals by former Sociedad players. 

Juanmi scored twice in the first
half and Willian José added the third
after halftime before Aitor Rubial
closed the scoring near the end of the
match at Anoeta Stadium.

Sociedad, which was also elimi-
nated by Betis in the round of 16 last
season, missed several good chances
early on and had a goal disallowed for
offside after a video review that drew
controversy as the wrong image —
one which apparently showed the
Sociedad player onside -- was shown
on the television broadcast.

The company behind the VAR
technology in the Copa del Rey said
it was investigating what happened.

“The correct image was used by
the VAR to make the correct decision,”
it said in a statement. 

“However, the issue resulted in the
wrong image being sent to the tele-
vision broadcaster, which was quick-
ly rectified. Hawk-Eye Technical
Services are evaluating different sce-
narios to determine where the issue
occurred.” 

Sociedad was looking for its sec-
ond Copa title in three seasons after
lifting its second trophy in the com-
petition in 2020.

Manuel Pellegrini's Betis has won
four in a row in all competitions while
outscoring opponents 14-2. It sits third
in the Spanish league, 10 points from
leader Madrid and six points from
second-place Sevilla.

The draw for the two-legged
Copa semifinals will be on Friday.
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The Indian men's hockey team left
for Johannesburg on Friday for

its FIH Pro League showdowns
against South Africa and France
from February 8 to 13 with senior
forward Lalit Kumar Upadhyay and
mid-fielder Jaskaran Singh ruled
out at the last minute due to "illness".

The Manpreet Singh-led squad
will arrive in Johannesburg via Doha. 

They will play France in the first
match on February 8 and take on
South Africa on February 9.

They will again play France on
February 12 and hosts South Africa
on the following day.

While the team is upbeat and
eager to begin their FIH Pro League
campaign on a positive note, it
received a minor setback with two
senior players replaced due to illness.

"India forward Lalit Kumar
Upadhyay and Jaskaran Singh will
not be joining the team for South
Africa. Standbys Sumit will replace
Jaskaran in the mid-field and
Gursahibjit Singh will replace Lalit,"
chief coach Graham Reid said in a

statement issued by Hockey India.
"Though it is a minor setback for

us, we were always prepared for such
a scenario and had the option of hav-
ing five standbys," he explained.

Sixteen of the 33-strong core
group had tested positive for
COVID-19 a few weeks back in
January and it is not clear whether
Upadhyay and Singh are in any way
affected by that outbreak. The fed-
eration did not specify the exact
nature of the duo's illness.

Reid said core group has enough

depth and options with players who
are capable of performing at the
international level.

"This is the best part about hav-
ing a group of 33 players who are all
capable of putting up a good show on
any given day. They are able to step
up and perform for the team.

"We continue to remain upbeat
about our campaign and look for-
ward to some good hockey in
Johannesburg," added Reid. 

Skipper Manpreet said the side
is capable of upsetting any big team
in the tournament.

"I think we are all thrilled to be
travelling again for some good
International hockey. While we will
miss Lalit and Jaskaran, the team is
well prepared and most important-
ly we are all hungry for some good
matches against South Africa and
France," he said.

"Both South Africa and France
are very capable of upsetting any big
team of the world and we can't take
them lightly. It will be interesting to
see how well we will execute our
plans which we have been trying out
at the national camp."
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Kamil Majchrzak pulled off the
second big upset of the tour-

nament by knocking second seed
Lorenzo Musetti out of the Tata
Open Maharashtra with a three-
set win, here on Friday.

Returning extremely well
and using the drop shots quite
effectively, the 95th ranked Polish
player eked out a 6-2 7-6(5) 6-4
win over the world number 66 in
two hours and 13 minutes to
advance to the semifinals.

The top seed and world
number 15 Aslan Karatsev has
already exited the event after
defeat in the second round at the
hands of qualifier Elias Ymer. 

Musetti faced a breakpoint in
the sixth game after going up 40-
15 and dropped serve when his
cross court forehand went wide.
It was the Polish player's returns
along with excellent court cover-
age that opened up the opportu-
nity.

Majchrzak came out serving
next game at love to lead 5-2.

Serving to stay in the set, the
young Italian began with a fore-
hand error and ended with a
backhand error.

The unforced errors contin-
ued to flow from Musetti's rac-
quet as he was trying too hard but
he managed to hold his serve in
the beginning of the second set,
coming out with two big serves

at 30-all. Majchrzak, though,
was not only returning well he
also came out serving extremely
well to keep the match under his
control. 

Serving at 2-3 and up 40-30,
Musetti served a double fault but
returned well to win the deuce
point but again unforced error
made it back to deuce.

Musetti got his first break
opportunity in the next game

when he found a passing single
backhand winner at 30-all but
netted the forehand on next
point to let go of advantage.

In the absence of a break, the
second set went into a tie-break-
er, in which Musetti led 4-2. Soon
he had three set points. He spoilt
the first two but Mazchrzak dou-
ble faulted on the third to make
it one-set all.

The Italian teenager man-
aged to contain his unforced
errors and also served well in the
decider. Serving first, he stayed
ahead, holding his serves com-
fortably. 

Majchrzak also kept it sim-
ple and apart from his huge
serves, his use of drop shots to cut
short points and intermittent
charge at the net was pretty
impressive.

In the ninth game, at 30-30,
Musetti hit a backhand long to
face first break chance of the third
set but used his backhand slices
well to stave off the danger.
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The Indian senior men's
national football team will

play two international friendlies
against Bahrain and Belarus on
March 23 and 26 respectively, the
sport's apex body announced on
Friday. 

Both the matches will be
played in Manama, Bahrain.

The matches are part of the
preparation for the national team

campaign in the 2023 AFC Asian
Cup third round qualifiers,
which is scheduled to be held in
June.

"Given the current circum-
stances, it was extremely difficult
to find the kind of opponents we
were looking for. But I am very
happy that we have the two
matches on our schedule," head
coach Igor Stimac said. 

"We are doing our best to
prepare well for the upcoming

final qualifying round of the
AFC Asian Cup China 2023, and
these two matches will immense-
ly facilitate our preparatory
process," he added.

"Both Bahrain and Belarus
are ranked higher than us, and
if all goes well with the Hero ISL
season with our boys putting in
good performances, and playing
competitive games we should be
ready," the coach said.

Bahrain are placed at 91 in
the FIFA rankings, while Belarus
are on 94. India's current rank-
ing is 104.

The last time India played
any UEFA member association
was more than a decade ago in
February 2012 against
Azerbaijan, a match which the
rivals won 3-0.

"Playing against better teams
is the best way to improve our
own game, as that allows the
boys the chance to mature play-
ing against, and with better
speed. 
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The country where the coro-
navirus outbreak emerged
two years ago launched a
locked-down Winter

Olympics  on Friday, proudly project-
ing its might on the most global of
stages even as some Western govern-
ments mounted a diplomatic boycott
over the way China treats millions of
its own people.

The opening ceremony began
just after the arrival of Chinese
President Xi Jinping and International
Olympic Committee President
Thomas Bach at the same lattice-
encased National Stadium that host-
ed the inaugural event at the 2008
Olympics.

With the dimming of the lights
and a countdown in fireworks, Beijing
became the first city to host both win-
ter and summer Games. And while
some are staying away from the sec-
ond pandemic Olympics in six
months, many other world leaders
attended the opening ceremony.
Most notable: Russian President
Vladimir Putin, who met privately
with Xi  earlier in the day as a dan-
gerous standoff unfolds at Russia's
border with Ukraine. 

India announced a diplomatic
boycott of the Games after China
fielded Qi Fabao, the regimental
commander of the People's Liberation
Army, who was injured during the
2020 military face-off with Indian sol-
diers in the Galwan Valley in eastern
Ladakh, as a torchbearer for the
event's Torch Relay.

The Olympics — and the open-
ing ceremony — are always an exer-
cise in performance for the host
nation, a chance to showcase its cul-
ture, define its place in the world,
flaunt its best side. That's something
China in particular has been con-
sumed with for decades. But at this
year's Beijing Games, the gulf
between performance and reality

will be particularly jarring.
Fourteen years ago, a Beijing

opening ceremony that featured mas-
sive pyrotechnic displays and thou-
sands of card-flipping performers set
a new standard of extravagance to
start an Olympics that no host since
has matched. It was a fitting start to

an event often billed as China's
“coming out.”

Now, no matter how you view it,
China has arrived — but the hope for
a more open country that accompa-
nied those first Games has faded. 

For Beijing, these Olympics are
a confirmation of its status as world

player and power. But for many out-
side China, particularly in the West,
they have become a confirmation of
the country's increasingly authoritar-
ian turn.

As if to underline that transfor-
mation, the opening ceremony Friday
was staged at the same stadium —

known as the Bird's Nest — that held
the 2008 version. Back then, Chinese
dissident artist Ai Weiwei consulted
on its construction. Now, he is one of
the country's best known dissidents
and lives in exile.

Chinese authorities are crushing
pro-democracy activism, tightening

their control over Hong Kong,
becoming more confrontational with
Taiwan and interning Muslim
Uyghurs in the far west — a crack-
down the U.S. Government and oth-
ers have called genocide.
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Skier Arif Khan led a small four-
strong Indian contingent during the
Winter Olympics opening ceremony
here on Friday amid a diplomatic
boycott of the event by the country.

The 31-year-old Arif will be the
lone Indian competitor at the Games,
having qualified in Slalom and Giant
Slalom events. India sent a six-mem-
ber contingent to the Games includ-

ing a coach, a technician and a team
manager.

Arif is the first Indian to secure
qualification in two events of the same
edition of the Games and his compe-
titions are slated for February 13 and
16.

India was the 23rd contingent to
walk in during the grand ceremony
at the iconic Bird's Nest stadium here
as China welcomed athletes from 84
countries amid a diplomatic boycott
by powerful nations such as the
USA and Britain over its alleged
human rights violations in the
Xinjiang region. 

India announced a diplomatic
boycott of the Games after China
fielded Qi Fabao, the regimental
commander of the People's Liberation
Army, who was injured during the
2020 military face-off with Indian sol-
diers in the Galwan Valley in eastern
Ladakh, as a torchbearer for the
event's Torch Relay.

India said China's move was
"regrettable" and it has chosen to
"politicise" the Olympics.

Born in Kashmir's Baramulla dis-
trict, Arif took up skiing quite early
in life, winning his first national
slalom championship at the age of just
12.

He later went on to win two gold
medals in the Slalom and Giant
Slalom events of the South Asian
Winter Games in 2011.

He has also participated in both
the editions of the Khelo India
Winter Games held in Gulmarg,
Jammu and Kashmir.

Arif 's inspiration was his father
Yasin Khan, who owns a ski equip-
ment shop in Gulmarg, a popular
tourist destination in Jammu and
Kashmir.

Previously, India's Winter
Olympics campaigns have been iden-
tified with one man -- veteran luge
athlete Shiva Keshavan, who repre-
sented the country in six editions of
the mega-event.
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Indian paddler Suhana Saini claimed
a bronze medal after losing to

Romania's Elena Zaharia in the under-
19 girls semifinals at the ongoing WTT
Youth Contender Tunis 2022 champi-
onships in the Tunisian capital. 

The Haryana girl fought hard
against her Romanian opponent before
losing 11-9 9-11 10-12 11-13. 

In the third and fourth games, the
Indian had the opportunity to make a
comeback, but the U-19 world no 1
Elena held her nerves to outwit
Suhana.

Earlier in the quarterfinals, she
defeated Egyptian Farida Badawy 11-
9 11-4 11-8 in a one-sided contest.  

The Indian had claimed three
bronze medals at the World Youth
Championships in December last year.
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Bengaluru FC will look to upset
Jamshedpur FC's applecart and sharp-

en their playoff aspirations when the two
sides meet in the Indian Super League
here on Saturday.

Jamshedpur have won their last
three games, spread over two weeks, to
sit four points adrift of league leaders
Hyderabad FC in second position but
with two more games in hand. 

A win will help them snap at
Hyderabad's heels but in Bengaluru, they
will face a rival who have found their
mojo back.

The Blues won back-to-back games
for the first time this season when they
beat Kerala Blasters in the last game and
also broke into the top-four for the first
time.  Gurpreet Singh Sandhu has looked
his usual self in goal for the former cham-
pions with Bengaluru keeping four clean
sheets in the last seven games. Three of
those four clean sheets have come in the
last four matches. They have only leaked
one goal in that period. 

Bengaluru have become more com-
pact of late. They have let the opposition
have the ball more in the last 4 matches
and this can be seen through their pos-
session numbers.

Roshan Singh Naorem scored his

maiden ISL goal in the previous game
and has looked good this season too.
Only three defenders have had more goal
contributions in a season than Roshan
Singh, underlining his impact not only
at the back but in attack as well.
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Eight finals and four tro-
phies in 14 editions make
India the most successful
team in the Under-19 World

Cup history.
And come Saturday, they look

on course for a record-extending
fifth title given the depth of talent
and form but standing in the way is
a driven English team, chasing its
own piece of history in what promis-
es to be an enthralling summit clash.

Yash Dull and Co. Will aim to
add to India's rich legacy when they
take on England at the Sir Vivian
Richards Stadium here.

India have had a rather smooth
run into the final despite a massive
off the field setback when skipper
Dhull and his deputy Shaik Rasheed
missed two of the three league
games due to COVID-19.

Dhull, who had the worst symp-
toms among the infected players, has
lived up to his highly rated talent in
the three innings he has played so

far including the sublime hundred
in the semifinal.

Rasheed has also shown his bril-
liance with the bat and is certainly
the one to watch out for in the
future.

Opener Angkrish Raghuvanshi
and Harnoor Singh were extra cau-
tious in their approach in the semi-
final against Australia and the duo
will need to change their approach
for the summit clash.

What makes India's bunch of
teenagers look the part is their unex-
pected maturity. The way Dhull and
Rasheed batted after a poor start
against Australia was a lesson in pac-
ing the innings.

Only a few out of the current lot
are likely to graduate to the highest
level in the years to follow but in the
short term, a special performance on
Saturday afternoon can land them
a life changing IPL deal at the
upcoming mega auction.

While the batters have put up
individual performances, the bowl-
ing department has fired in unison.

The extra pace of Rajvardhan
Hangargekar and swing of left-
armer Ravi Kumar has rattled the
top order batters while the Vicky
Ostwal-led spin attack has stifled the
opposition in the middle overs. He
is India's leading wicket-taker with
12 scalps at 10.75.

Summing up team's confi-
dence ahead of the final, Rasheed
said: "We are a very good team. We
are looking to win the finals."

The U-19 stars are also getting
to learn from the best.

Virat Kohli, who went on to
become a world beater after cap-
taining India U-19 to the title in
2008, gave a pep talk to the class of
2022 on how to approach the high
pressure final.

They face England, a team
which last reached the title clash
way back in 1998 when it won its
sole trophy till date.

After a tense finish in the
semifinal against Afghanistan,
England will be more than keen to
end their title drought of the last 24

years.
L i k e

I n d i a ,
England too
remain unbeaten
in the tournament. Captain Tom
Prest has led from the front with
292 runs at an average of 73 while
left-arm pacer Joshua Boyden has
taken 13 wickets at a stellar aver-
age of 9.53.

India batters will also need
to be wary of wrist spinner
Rehan Ahmed who is tasked
with providing break-
throughs in the middle
overs.

Irrespective of the
result on final, the Indian
boys have had their
moment in the sun in the
Caribbean but given the
high expectations they
set for themselves,
they will settle for
nothing less
than a trophy.
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Cricket Australia on Friday approved its first
tour of Pakistan in 24 years with a revised

itinerary being announced by both the boards
amid lingering security concerns.

Coming off a 4-0 Ashes victory against
England at home, Australia will play three Tests
— in Rawalpindi, Karachi and Lahore. 

They will also play three one day interna-
tionals and a T20I during the full tour.

The opening Test match will be played from
March 4-8 in Rawalpindi and the four white-ball
matches are scheduled to be played from
March 29 to April 5.

The tour will now start and end in
Rawalpindi with the opening Test to be played
from 4-8 March and the four white-ball match-
es to be played from 29 March to 5 April.

The second Test will be played in Karachi
from March 12-16 and the third in Lahore from
March 12-16.

Pakistan Cricket Board (PCB) chief execu-
tive Faisal Hasnain said: "We are pleased that the
Cricket Australia Board has formally approved
their side's five-week tour itinerary and con-
firmed that their best available players will visit
Pakistan for the first time in 24 years. 

"We are really excited to host Pat Cummins
and his players, and look forward to a compet-
itive series that will comprise three Tests, three
ODIs and a T20I."

The tour comes as a huge boost for Pakistan,
which was hit hard when New Zealand and
England abruptly pulled out from their sched-
uled tour of the country last year over security
concerns.

Top-flight international cricket did not
take place in Pakistan for nearly a decade since
the 2009 terrorist attack on the Sri Lankan team
bus in Lahore.

"While Australia will arrive at the back of
strong performances in their home series

against England, our team has been playing
excellent cricket resulting in our players sweep-
ing the ICC Awards," Hasnain.

The schedule has been revised to ease logis-
tical and operational challenges as well as to
avoid Pakistan Day rehearsals, which usually
commence in Islamabad in the second week of
March.

The two cricket boards have also agreed that
the Australia Test side will complete its isolation
in Australia, before arriving in Islamabad on
February 27 on a chartered flight. After a one-
day hotel isolation, they will hold training ses-
sions at the Pindi Cricket Stadium.

Australia's white-ball players are expected
to arrive in Lahore on March 24 following iso-
lation in Australia. After a one-day isolation
upon arrival, they will integrate with other mem-
bers of the side and travel to Islamabad for the
first ODI in Rawalpindi.

The Tests will be part of the ICC World Test
Championship, while the ODIs are linked to the
World Cup Super League from which the top
eight sides, including hosts India, will qualify
directly for the 2023 50-over World Cup.
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Former Zimbabwe star Andy Flower has left Multan
Sultans midway into the Pakistan Super League sea-

son to be in India for the IPL mega auction on February
11-12.   One of Zimbabwe's most successful cricketers,
Flower, who coached Multan to the PSL title last year,
will be in Bengaluru for the auction as he is the head coach
of the new IPL franchise, Lucknow Super Giants.

According to Multan Sultans' media department,
Flower will be available virtually and will return to
Pakistan on February 13. The PSL franchise will be with-
out Flower for at least 10 days.  Sultans will face Peshawar

Zalmi on February 5 and 10 and take on
Lahore Qalandars on February 11.

Flower will rejoin the side before the
match against Karachi Kings on
February 16. 

Pakistan's former leg-spinner,
Mushtaq Ahmed, and other coaches

will guide the squad in his absence.
There are also speculations

about Flower being consid-
ered for the England head
coach's job. Flower has
coached the England
team in the past. 
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Pakistan fast bowler Mohammad Hasnain
has been suspended from bowling in inter-

national cricket for illegal bowling action, the
Pakistan Cricket Board said on Friday.

Umpires in Australia first reported
Hasnain last month when he represented
Sydney Thunder in the Big Bash League, but
his bowling action was tested in Lahore as the
fast bowler was due to fly back home in time
to compete in the Pakistan Super League.

“As per the illegal bowling action regula-
tions, until Mohammad Hasnain clears his
reassessment, he will remain suspended from
bowling in international cricket,” the PCB said
in a statement.

The 21-year-old Hasnain has represent-
ed Pakistan in eight one-day internationals and
18 Twenty20s and has taken 29 wickets. He
is considered to be among Pakistan's top
young fast bowlers. 

Hasnain took three wickets in three
games for his franchise Quetta Gladiators in
the ongoing PSL, but was dropped for
Thursday's game against Islamabad United
which Quetta lost by 43 runs.

The PCB said Hasnain had flaws in his
various deliveries as “his elbow extension for
good length delivery, full-length delivery, slow
bouncer and bouncer exceeded the 15-degree
limits.”

The report was reviewed by Cricket
Australia's independent expert, who also
found Hasnain's bowling action to be illegal.

The PCB said it has discussed the report
with its own bowling experts, who will work
with the fast bowler “so that he can rectify his
bowling action and be ready for reassessment.”

The cricket board also consulted the tech-
nical committee of the PSL and decided not
to allow the fast bowler to further participate
in the tournament.

“Instead, he will use this time to work with
the PCB-appointed bowling consultant to
modify his bowling action so that he can apply
for a reassessment and become eligible to
return to international cricket as quickly as
practically possible,” the PCB said.
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The Indian women's cricket
team's ODI series against

New Zealand will now begin
on February 12, a day later than
originally scheduled, as the
host board announced revised
fixtures on Friday to give the
two sides more time between
games.

The Indian team was
scheduled to play five ODIs and
a T20I, starting February 9
across three venues but New
Zealand Cricket (NZC) moved
all matches to John Davies
Oval in Queenstown last
month in order to limit travel-
ling and reduce the chances of
a COVID-19 outbreak.

With the teams not having
to travel, the NZC has resched-
uled fixtures to give the two
sides more time between each
match.

"NZC has made changes to
the dates of the KFC India Tour
of NZ between the WHITE
FERNS and India Women, to
be played exclusively at John

Davies Oval in Queenstown.
"The date of the first KFC

T20I remains the same but
there has been some adjust-
ments made to the subsequent

five match KFC ODI series," a
statement from NZC read.

The bilateral series, which
is crucial for India ahead of the
World Cup in March-April, will

begin with the one-off T20I
which is still slated to be played
on February 9.

However, the first three
ODIs have been pushed back
from their original dates.

The ODI series-opener
will now be played on February
12 rather than February 11.

The second ODI, which
was slated to be played on
February 14, has also been
pushed a day back and is now
scheduled for February 15,
while the third ODI is now slat-
ed for February 18, rather than
February 16.

There is no change in the
dates of final two matches
which will be played on
February 22 and 24.

The Indian team is cur-
rently undergoing the manda-
tory Managed Isolation and
Quarantine (MIQ) in
Christchurch. 
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Two-time champions Pakistan and
South Africa both signed off their

U-19 World Cup campaigns with con-
trasting victories.

Pakistan eased past Sri Lanka in the
fifth place playoff after the two sides'
chances of lifting the trophy ended at
the quarterfinal stage last week.

While elsewhere in Antigua, South
Africa finish in seventh place after a
closely fought two-wicket victory over
Bangladesh.

Pakistan were in command from
the off at the Sir Vivian Richards
Cricket Ground, with openers
Muhammad Shehzad and Haseebullah
Khan (136) dominating the Sri Lanka
attack.

The pair led Pakistan to 100 with-
out loss, Shehzad eventually made 73
before he was dismissed by Raveen de
Silva.

But Khan was joined at the crease
by the impressive skipper Qasim Akram

(135 off80) and the two took the game
away from Sri Lanka, putting on a
superb stand. Both made centuries and
took Pakistan beyond 350, Khan was
finally trapped by Matheesha Pathirana.

Akram remained unbeaten as his
side closed on 365-3.

The Sri Lankan response was in tat-
ters after just two overs with Akram
wreaking havoc with the new ball.

The talented all-rounder removed
openers Chamindu Wickramasinghe
and Pawan Pathiraja for a combined
total of just one, with Shevon Daniel
also falling between the two. 

Ranuda Somarathna also went for
a duck with Akram single-handedly
reducing Sri Lanka to 4-15.

From then on Sri Lanka were
purely batting for pride. Their captain
Dunith Wellalage didn't go without a
fight and made a brave 40, which
included five boundaries.

Vinuja Ranpul was in similarly defi-
ant mood hitting 53 not out and his
side's only two sixes of the match.

But it wasn't enough and Pakistan
cleaned up a 238 run victory when
Treveen Mathew was hit on the pads by
Zeeshan Zameer's full delivery, bowl-
ing out the Sri Lanka team for 127
inside 35 overs to secure the fifth place. 

Over at the Coolidge Cricket
Ground, South Africa were also aiming
to end their time in the Caribbean on
a high, taking on Bangladesh in the 7th
place playoff.

After electing to bat, Bangladesh
made a strong start reaching 50 with-
out loss only for Mahfijul Islam to fall
to Liam Alder in the 10th over.
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Chris Silverwood stepped down as
England cricket coach, becoming the

second significant departure amid the
fallout from the team's humiliating
Ashes series loss in Australia.

Ashley Giles, England's director of
cricket, left his role on Wednesday in the
wake of the men's team losing 4-0 to
Australia. “The last two years have
been very demanding but I have really
enjoyed my time with the team,"
Silverwood said. 

“I leave with fond mem-
ories and I am now look-
ing forward to spending
some quality time at
home with my family
and embracing the next
chapter.” A n
interim coach
will be appointed
ahead of next
month's three
tests in the
West Indies.
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Former pacer Ajit Agarkar
reckons the biggest chal-

lenge for India's new white-ball
skipper Rohit Sharma is to
remain fit ahead of T20
and ODI World
Cup scheduled
over the next 24
months.

R o h i t
w a s
app ointe d
skipper after
Virat Kohli
stepped down as
captain from
T20Is and was
removed from the

leadership role in ODIs.
“I think it's a good thing and
the right thing to do - to have

one captain for white-ball
format and now Rohit actu-

ally can fly,” Agrakar said on
the Star Sports. 

With the T20 World Cup
later this year in Australia

and ODI
World Cup
next year
l o o m i n g
l a r g e ,
Agarkar feels

the captain
should be

present with the
team, something
he believes worked
for former skippers
Kohli and MS
Dhoni.

“So, the challenge
for Rohit Sharma – in

my opinion - is to stay fit and play
everything that is there, from now to
the World Cup in white-ball crick-
et, because you want the captain –
that was one of Virat Kohli's
strengths or MS Dhoni before that,
they rarely missed games, and both
were very fit,” Agarkar said. 

Rohit had missed the Test series
against South Africa due to a left-
hamstring injury.

He was subsequently also forced
to skip the ODIs against the Proteas
as he couldn't attain full fitness
before the selection committee
announced the team. 

The hamstring has been a recur-
rent problem which also forced him
to miss the first two Test matches as
well as the white-ball leg of the tour
of Australia in 2020-21.

However, Rohit is back in-charge
for the series against West Indies that
starts with ODIs in Ahmedabad
from February 6.
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